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Quit plan fizzles out  
JIM MacKAY is $500 richer this 
month. 
That's because the MacKay Fu- 
neral Service owner doesn't have 
to pay bonuses to some of his 
staff. 
This doesn't have anything to 
do with profits or an employee's 
performance. 
It had everything to do with a 
ehanenge to his employees who 
quit smoking ~ if they last until 
the Christmas party, they get 
$100 each. 
But not one of the five smokers 
who quit made it to the month of 
December. 
" I t  was a total, total, total 
loss," said employee Jim 
Westerman. "At  first we made a 
point out of who was getting 
caught. Then we didn't." 
Westerman called his failure 
more pronounced became he 
lasted 18 months, quitting way 
before MacKay issued his chal- 
lenge. 
" I t  was funny, I had quit once 
for seven months and went to my 
cousin's place in Nova Scotia, got 
into a party and started," said 
Westerman. 
" I  went back to the same house 
to the same cousin, had some 
drinks and started again," he con- 
tinued 
Westerman was hard on him- 
sell  saying that he had long 
passed the point of having with- 
drawal symptoms. 
Another employee, Maggie 
MacKay, said that while she dealt 
with the craving, dealing with the 
through. 
"You might have four or tax, e
cases a day and some c.~be very 
difficult-" It's when yo~'re fin- 
ished with them that you have to 
deal with your own emotions and 
one way is to say you need a 
habit was much tougher the cigarette," he said 
Westerman said most of 
smokers started again on the sly Westerman remains pleased 
and then progressed to the point 
of not hiding it. 
" It  was kind of embarrassing to
say that you stared," he added. 
Westerman said starting again 
might have something to do with 
the particular kind of stress that 
funeral service employees go 
with MacKay's original offer, 
saying it does act as an incentive 
to people who quit and stay off of 
cigarettes. 
"There's also a good chance 
that employers won't be spending 
all that money they thought hey 
would," he noted. 
Partial truck ban eyed for 
netghbourhood streets 
CALLS FOR action on cam- Truckers will, however, be 
inertial vehicles driving 
through and parking in 
residential neighbourhoods 
have achieved partial success. 
Council's public works com- 
miltee has asked administra- 
tion to draft by-law, changes 
which will introduce some 
limits on truckers. 
allowed to park on private 
property in those areas 
That despite complaints 
about the disturbance created 
by these trucks starting up in 
the early hou~ of the morning 
In this case, the committcc 
handed the problem over to by- 
law enforcement, rec0mmedn 
One is the establishment of a ing  "noise and nuisance eom- 
designa!ed truck route. Loaded plaints be dealt with On .their 
commercial vehicles would be individual merits." 
restricted to that route ~"unless Once administration has 
• in the process of delivering drawn up the changes, they 
goods". *will come back to the corn- 
The other will ban the park- .mittee forfurther discussion. 
ing of commercial vehicles on Representatives of the cam- 
residential streets and boule- "mercialtrucldngsectorwill be 
vards, invited to that meeting. 
Drunk  
dr ivers  
.... beware  ......... .... 
THIS IMAGE of RCMP 
Coast. Cam Joseph ap- 
proaching is not what you 
want to see if you're driving 
and you've had a few to 
drink. RCMP ~ report the 
numbers of impaired 
drivers, are up during this 
year's Christmas 
Counterattack. As of Dec. 
20, nine ddvers had been 
charged with impaired ddv- 
ing .and 15 others were 
Issued ' 24-hour suspen- 
Sions. "1 was  surprised 
we've had so many so far," 
said C0nst. J.R. Walker. 
• The number of impaired 
drivers charged in 1993 to • 
the end of November is up 
morethan 40 per cent over 
the same period last year. 
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Opinions differ on wood sale 
Giesbrecht says he'll do whatever But oven though wood is bec- wood," he added, ncss sales can he done much 
he can to get some wood for a oming available, Giesbrecht said Giesbrecht said.the small busi- quicker," he said. " the dispute between the Nisga'a " Ogawai ~dded t~t  there!arc 
• : short te~ ~ ib~ibilitlcslfor: the n~. ~..ooa . . . . .  at ;,, ~q.~,.--a. tl, . . . . . . . . . .  , a,~,q~¢,. ;~,,,~ heSS sales should encouraRe busi- Hynd didn't lmow what size the and the Gitanyow, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
He made the comment last going to make everybody happy, hesS relatiomhips between the small business sales will be. ,:,.: And he stud Cged can t act on l ~. comp~y~m he small b~in 
week after the rovince announc- That's because it's coming from Cged Forest Products, the I-Iynd added that the govern-~ the sale regardless becausei:i[ program and longertermonesiun, 
ed it'll put u~ 110,000 cubic an area claimed by both the Gitwangak band-owned company mentpolicy 6ffiduciary respomi-~ d0=n'thavc ~y~:mofiCyAomak0~ ~dertheproposedforest!i~nc¢. 
metres of wood for sale under its Nisga'a Tribal Council and which bought the mill, and the bility by asking mtiws for their :~abid~0nthc;Wo0d. :.Meanwhile a spokcsm~ faom 
. . . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  ~ . . .  . . . . .  ~.~ ,h.. ~o'-a 'a .  o"inions on tha ~t ter  haVe been :'~! ('W~ bm'm'w~ from 0~:s~ia i  Gitmy0w said the band:~li~tako small oustness program, oltanyow, a urltgsan vmage up ,.,,mayo, --,. -,,. " ' ' s  . , v . . . . .  : :: <' : ~:'~ :~ .: + . .  ~.;+: .-,., . ~ ..~ .:~ ~.. ' .'~,~ " . 
'n,,~ ,~,,~,,a t,~ ,.,',,-;,,, from the r4,~,,,q'7 ~.n,.~ t r ;~an, ,a .  Advertisements for  the sate of met. : ~ • ' : ! assistance tuna ~to~ ouy memat ,  ~. court: action to .Stop any ~wooo 
Cranbe,,,, Timber Sun,,lv Area, TIle announcement did not con- the 110,000 cubic metres hould And although the provincial : We:ye: been everywhore!:(for fsombeing sold.: !,  
an area north of Kitwan a that tain any Sign there had been a be out In January. The amount is government s hope that  the keep :getting !We re.told, them they:must 
.... a w, h~ t-nawn n~ q~e l~arm mnnl.tton at' the hnundarv aver- the same as the annual allowable Nmga'a and the= Gitanyow will ~0d dow~ ~h e said , : :  consult Us first, SatdWiHiatm of 
~ 'nc~ 7"~ '~51- - " : ' -  =- -  In'g- .... ~ " - ;  - - - -  - "  - - cut set this spring, reSOlVe their land claim overlap, ? S~ilbmiiaeSS*~ales u ml iygo :anygow~ent  plan t o dispose 
"-Ir'onicall"'--~be "area was once ~nd the MLA aclmowied ed A forest service official in - :  
Y '  . . . . . . . .  g . • : . . . .  * : : i  '~: 
tied to theKitwanga mill when it that the provincial government Stmthers said ~e imm..ediat~, wood up for sine wit! result in  unlikely that a smU P!ay0Lsueh ; , I ~  you'll See us in  court 
had a TFI., deaig~ationbut that had wait~ fo rmontha  for the i small timber ~.ma ~ put. some kind of movement. 
ended when Westar walked away Nisga'a ~d Gitanyow to reach an • people hack to WOrK ~a nave tn~ ,,The main thing is that this is wood ev6riffit had s0m o mon0y, set aside,', he said/: : :, 
foam the llcence and milicarlier a mentbeforefinall dccidi wood flowing within several an opportunity for allinterested ~va. , i ,~o  ,,,~ga; th~¢ t th~ 
• . glee . . . .  y lag . . .  . . . . .  , . - "  " ' "  ' sitlons . . . . . .  ~'~ ~,' ' ' . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  : '  . . . .  " "  this year ' ~ to move in mantra, parues to loog at metr pc n,,~,.,~..,g,,,; t,~,~h~ m0no,, is ,-," - : - ' : ' "  
a " ' . . . . . .  * ,~ . ,  _ _~_ .  t . . . .~  . . . . .  . t , . .~  . . . .  . - -  '~ ,  L ,  . . . .  ' , _  . _ _~.  : ,  .. " - , - t , w ~ y ~ l ~ " ~ . .  : :  . . . . .  d ~ l tanyow too l  lae l , L . I ,U~tA~ GUOlU 
Since then, the Gltwan.gaK .cane ,'What this does is provide, an- .no s...m~., o~m~ n~__ ,v~t~-manet  accomm.~.7~!.o ~.orm m,  Rcpap, bUt!it'is fi~tg6ing~to l ok.:, metres a yearcuiting!=]~t IS too 
bought the  mi!l and has: o een der the small business program, menm wmo~ touow,~,~.~swmty ~y l lances ~o pos~nom mat  move i~cxatn~*e~bpp6rt~ti¢~i~d!: op  high; / 
looking for a long term nmoer for some wo0da lmost  immedi -  one pumng up  ~uu,u~ utm~ torwara,: Smo,nyn 0 . . ,;,~ 
supply to overate the facility, atelv." sa id  OiesbrechL " I t ' s  110,000 annua~ auowable cut m But the president o t  ~geo : o~,.~,,  " - : : : "~ ~ ' '~ '  . . . . . . .  '~ '~ ~ I"" 
The mi l l  was  main ,  needed to prevldejo l~. ' ,  the form era  long te~ forest Forest P~ucts ,  Md a d i f fe rent  i , yo!  aD ano me 
cmplo or in .the' Villa ~ and  i t s  " I :~  lm'doin whateveti  can 'llcence, Said Graeme Hynd. " V iew0f the~tter :  :. ...... ~ : ::.:: ,x .  u . g 
c os~ has  Inc~ed~octa l  as-  . . . .  bmgAct  tO ensure "A  forest ltcenee:could take up Larry* Moo~ ~d the de~sion we're short  l~eie , '  
p,* . . . .  
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A YEAR IN' REVIEW 
January 
46-YEAR-OLD Jeanette 
Burkctte was the lone survivor of 
an early morning house fire. Her 
husband, three sons and a family 
friend .were killed in the blaze 
that consumed the Valleyview 
Ave. log house. 
dr ~r ~r dr ~r 
THE FUTURE of the Wedeonc 
mill in Prince Rupert remained 
uncertain. Its owner, Eurocan, 
declined to open the mill because 
it said that the amount of wood it 
could cut in the Northwest had 
dropped since 1991. 
Meanwhilg, Prince Rupert 
mayor Peter Lester wanted the 
mill's license to be opened up for 
bids again. 
dr dr dr dr dc 
ALCAN DENIED any connec- 
tion to the Vcra Resource Man- 
agement Corporation, which pro- 
posed to divert the Nanika River 
into the Nechako Resewoir. 
The proposal was a con- 
troversial part of Alcan's ozlginal 
plan for the Kemano Completion 
hydro-electric Project. 
dr dr dr dr dr 
TWO OF Tcrrac¢'s oldest 
buildings were destroyed follow- 
ing a fire in the heart of the city.. 
I I 
[ I ,  
The Sundal building'and the ad- r 
jacent building were gutted.after 
the blaze started Jmt before 2:30 
am on January 19. Five residents, 
who lived upstairs, narrowly es- 
caped after fire alarms ounded, 
Firefighters were not yet able to 
determine the cause of the fire. 
HIGHWAYS MINISTRY 
avalanche technicians started 
using 105ram recotless rifles to 
U'lgger release of the snowpack 
and prevent large avalanches. 
• k dr drdr dr 
PREMIER IVIIKE HARCOURT 
announced the province will carry 
out a public review of AIcan's 
Kemano Completion Project. 
At the same time, however, he 
conceded the. province has ruled 
out stopping KCP. 
Victoria would be liable for 
hundreds of millions of dollars in 
compensation to the Alcoa if it 
broke a 1987 agreement giving 
the project he go-altar. 
Harcourt said he hoped the 
review, under the auspices of the 
B.C. Utilities Commission, would 
answer the public's questions and 
help find ways to improve the 
project. 
Februa.ry 
TERRACE TEACI~RS voted 
to give their union leaders the 
power to caU:a strike, while con- 
tract:talk~, bbtween the Terrace 
District ~ Teachers Union and the 
THE SOCIAL  SERVICES min. 
istry signed a $i0,000 contract 
with the Terrace Anti,Poverty 
Group Society. 
" .? 4. : 
FIRE GuI"rED two of the city's oldest buildings January 19. The 
old SundsJ building on Kalum Street was destroyed, as well as 
the two buildings on either side of it. Police believe the blaze was 
the work of an arsonist, but have so far not laid charges. 
won' t  result in any local in- 
of the increase was 
for Victoria, while the 
~us~ w~ to go towards speciOc 
.programs for Year 2000 e,l',z-~- 
tion reforms. 
-k dr dr dr dr 
SPARKS FLEW at the 
Regional district board office 
of regional planning. 
dr dr ~-dr dr 
HUGH COOPER, the chairman 
of O~nda Forest Products, said 
that he would consider the pos- 
sibility of the provincial govern- 
ment buying part of the company. 
Such a pureimse would replace 
Orenda's request for a $100 rail- 
s~ol~.e~tc~n~acu~rs voted in  to?t~t~nasYb~r t° "P~WOrke~' whenKitimat council gave notice lion loan gear~te~ to help f i -  
,_ _,_t~...= ,>.,~.~ ,. .. ,. • -. . . . . . . . . .  ? wmo~opene~. .it wouldstop paying to support nonce its planned $500 million 
iavou~ o£,.a Sn'~e anmonzauon at  unr l s imas  UUe IO ~ er tor l s  o I  reo' lon81nlftnnln¢~ - " nuln and -ak-," -,;n 
vote' " . . ~:.: - . ,,nl,,,a':-~ " ' ' . . ' : :  .o "  ,r------"=" " , .'. r .~ . . re '~  ` '= ' ' . ,  
,:\'?. & . '  ;'. ..... ~;, . . . . .  ~,....~ , ~j;,~L.~"~'~ • . . .  ' , • mtimat intended to pull out of ' ': : , ,  ; ,  ' 
child mp.): , -mont~[s'~.s=.kin..g' to block the and agreed to continue to be pad. in at $4 7 ~0~ : c~n.. e 
: . . . .  . - t,,emano t.:ompietion vrole*t. • , "; -' : ' . . . . .  :.. . . . . . .  :: 
TERRACE REGIONAL Health " Oh  Feb'. :i 4,. the Supreme Court ' .... ' :  : :" '~ 'i "' : " 
Care S~cle!y offlbiaIi went to of C~ina~ .announced that it H - , . .  ' , -  . . '  '','.: . 
Victbria:Feb.15 to;see health W0uldn0t"heara further appeal." :. ;~-,. ::: ;.~ ' . 
ndnlsterEi~abeth",CuIl:about get-, by the RiVers Defence Coalition. . .... ,-.: .... '-,-,, . . . . . .  
ting d ~ scan nlachine. • . ... • Th~ I decision, gav~ Alcan the 
S~ich a machine, iS. a diagnostic. : oT8en, libht to ,r,v,,,,~ ~,h .i,,= -:" ~ r ~ ~ = '-=':'='" 'J" " ''' == ' 
too" ..,.=:-,-. • '.:, .~" .' .,. . ',. =,, . o . r - - ~ - -  -,,~, ,--,. - .  ¢" . . ram ~.pr?.auces.: i . ,a,  tame, . billion-dollar hydroelectric pro. MIKE ScoTr  wins the Skeena .becSmicie~d~F"" ::,,i:- " " 
oaneosmnat Image superior to ' jeet,  : . :  . .!. , .  ,- ,  Reform Party nomination, defeat-' ~i: .Trio d~'ision came as opponents 
thosen~act0b~staddard~2iays. ' : ~l~e ':: comnanv i Cited tm ing Hazelton's Alan Forsyth i34 ' :0f-the site c0ntinu~d to pressure 
:.,:.,, ~;~.i!~dr,,~ W..~',:,:.,. : . ;5 ..certainties such as tho.provin~'s votes to 37. the company to relent. 
'~ . ,C~:  ~ .,RS,~mcluding . public review Of tl~.pz~eot, how- * dr dr * dc The company wanted to use the 
some rermc~ citizens, camenn- ~ver, asa mason'f~r delavlmz a FORSTAR TRADING of New property to build a PCB storage 
&r :  invesfigati0n::!f011ov,~g; a:. mst~t'ofc0nsttuctiohofth~ l~-  Westminster announced its plans site. Asdfoods • International 
massi#ekillofbison, i  the-Fort, builtpmjea~ • .: to open up a small mill in Ter- Cooperative Ltd., the parent eom- 
St Joh~;~a: . , " :. i, , :t: ,:::•,t - -  ',.~ dr,dr.~.':..~. : - race. 
conse ati0 '.'.:,om=r Andy :. 2  'l O m on in. ml. a value-added wood pe. tPanY O toD ,'yl.-d,store =n ,=tedappUed for a 
Ackermimsfiid.'that0nly 32ofi~0 ' ,crease 'in ed~,atioam~ndin= by products company tha( would  material onits property. 
1504o, 200 P i~ Mo~tahi bisoff:. "~e-  i~P  aovemment~t~,  makdwindow and door cam- The same property is used to. 
shot.re,,. 1992 . . . . . . .  were.domso-le~al- secretary.treasurer for the__.___."  Terrac~ "pe.. .. nts, would provide up to 30 distribute milk. 
ly. i. ~ :!::.,; i:~.*r '~ ~ :: z" "" ~= ~'" *' , ''. ' School board' sold that probably new J°bs" ' Environment; ministry officials 
-......; ...... , -., .. . . . . . . . . . . .  , : _, .. Fontar spokesman Mike in.charge '0f rev ie~ such ap- 
;.:. i Thorpe. said that:the opening of pIIcations said,they comidered it 
' .- l~e naill wbuld bcwithin a ye~. 
.,.:.i," .,dedr*i-dr:. 
: ;""I~IE PROVINCIAL  gevem. 
::.~.meht was asked for $150,000 to 
help purchase a higher teoh 
scan device. 
Over $600,000 was raised 
through local community efforts 
over three years. 
An improved scanner would 
lead to lower operating costs, be- 
cause more people would be able 
to be scanned in a shorter time 
period, 
ACT scanner could be up add 
running by the fail. • • 
dr dr dr dr dr 
DAVID OSBORN, the federal 
government's chief negotiator on 
the Nisga'a land claim, said that 
land overlaps between aighbour- 
ing native groups would have'to 
be solved in order to settle the 
Nisga'a land claim. 
The Nisga'a claim 9,600 square 
miles centered on the Nass Val. 
ley. However, two other groups -
the Gitanyow and the Tsimshian - 
also claim some of that land. 
drdr dr dr dr 
TERRACE WAS named the 
B.C. Mining Community of the 
Year. 
It was the t im ye~ for the 
award, which was sponsored by 
the Mining Association of B.C. 
• dr ,dr~,  
MIGHTY MOE, an eccenldc character from the northern reaches 
of Hwy37, made his presence felt in many parts of town, urging 
one and all to visit his northern lakeside resort 
. . ,  - : ,  . 
;% ~,, 
a good proposal and would likely 
have approved the permit. 
drdrdr,dr 
NDP IVlP Jim Fulton announced 
that he would not be seeking m- 
election. 
The decision left Skeena wide 
open to challengers in the next 
federal election. 
Fulton held the seat for 14 
years. He' won the last federal 
election in 1988 With:more than 
- 50 per cent of the pop.ular vbte, 
• drdr ~. ,  dr 
A CORONER'S JURY ex- 
onemtedRCM1 ~ officers who shot 
and kiUed a Kispiox man last Oc- 
tober. 
Keith Edward Stokes was 
gunned down when he came out 
of his house, fired a rifle shotin 
the air; and headed toward RCMP 
officers. 
Stokes-was diagnosed as a 
"paranoid-type" • sclalzophrenic, 
He had -stopped takihg, hls 
medication, and said that he 
would shoot anyone who tried, to 
take him back tothe hospital 
"DEEP CREEK HATCHERY seemed doomed by federal spend- 
lag cuts early In the year. But a tremendous volunteer and fund- 
raislng effort combined with some government financial conces- 
alons kept the hatchery afloat, at least unUI 1994. 
April : 
I -' AR-OLD Ointon. Shun-i: 'co- ork pi ed t0 help 
non Skulsh was charged with at-. (. ,i~iy :for :di'ugs"and( for flights ,.to 
tempted murder and:aggravaie6,11"'V~n~u~er. /i ~'!' ~ .,. 
assault. • , ' : ' " :dr-~ "k,~r dr' 
Shannon and " 17-year-old 
Cameron Davis were involved in 
an altercation, when Davis fell 
beneath a moving CN Coal train, 
Davis lost both of his legs as a 
result of the accident, 
The RCIVIP said that alcohol 
was a factor. 
drdr drdr • 
RCMP SEIZED $400,000 
worth of marijuana nd growing 
equipment' when they moved in 
on a couple living on a farm 
about 65kin east of Terrace. 
TALKS ABOUT the Nisga'a 
land claims talks continued. - 
The latest set dealt with the is- 
sue of cost sharing between the 
federal and provincial govern- 
ments once a deal with the 
Nisga'a was signed. 
drdr dr.dr dr 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital 
did not receive an increase over 
its $12 million budget of the pre- 
vious year. ' 
In addition, the hospital didn't 
receive the $145,000, "Malcolm 
Walker money," despite the fact 
drdr dr dr dr The couple, a 52-year-old man that it was given the mono~, dur- 
A MINES MINISTRY report : an~i a 51-year-old woman, faced ing the previous two yeats. 
indicated that almost 800~ charges.. Of marijuana cultivation .... MalcolmWalker .was a coas.ul- 
Jobs havebeen lost in the north- and narcotic possession for the , tant : hired :,,by the Terrace 
W~ntS'.m.~1991' . .... : . : ,  purp°se0f, , tm~tng!/  Regional Health CareSociety two 
a~muon, mx or seven mines - w ~ w ~r~¢ . years ago;  He recommended that 
DAIRYLAND FOODS decided .tlmt yere,~ productton..a.t the. be. " .MOI~ THAN 100 co-workers .: the:hospi~. Should ~ iVe .  more 
to shelve plans for a PCB storage gaming or, lsPTz nave etmer been .:. at ~eena.Cellulese have banded. ~ : money.: ~:~:, : :. ~ . . . .  
site after facing overwhe~ closed, o r have exhausted open.  together t~help Pa~Morttmer in",.,.: :' ~ " , :~:~ ~. ~ 4,  
. . . . . .  lier son's battle' a~nimt c~ p~li©op.,P0ei l ion.. , . .  ~ - ~ - . pit reserves, : . 
u an.: won& spo=r~man.: tor +.Bzp!oratton eR3enditmes, also 
parent . mmlmny.., u anTworm =dropped;, as .dld-:~eral,.mork 
vooas ,  ~¢that  omer sites may.:notiees, '.'.,:i, :,::,.,: ./ : 
~'.:'( :~?:"'~" :" : ""~'~ ~" -'; " ~'=: ~'~"~•" ,tY~: '':':¸'': ":/;, '-;~ .,•, ~'~,.'i~ 
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May 
A MEDICAL malpractice suit 
was filed against wo former Ter- 
race doctors in connection with 
the death of 19-year-old Myma 
George. 
George had died two years ago 
due to post-abortion complica- 
tions. 
The lawsuit, filed in B.C. 
Supreme Court, named now- 
retired Dr. Gordon Boyd and 
anesthesiologist Dr. Robin Chem. 
NISGA'A TRIBAL Council 
president Joe Gosnell told Ter- 
race residents they can expect to 
profit, not lose, from settlement 
of the Nisga'a land claim. 
Gosncll was addressing an 
audience at the tribal council's 
36th annual convention in Ter- 
race. 
He told delegates and guests the 
Nisga'a already spend an 
estimated $15 million a year in 
Terrace. Oosnell predicted that 
would only increase if the claim 
is resolved. 
LOCAL TEACHERS voted 63 
per cent in favour of striking. 
Talks with the school board 
remained mired on the issue of 
mainstreaming handicapped eldl- 
dren. 
In addition, school district 
maintemnee and janitorial staff 
voted 77 per cent in favour of 
strike action. CUPE local 2861 
presidun( Rick King said it ap- 
June 
OPPONENTS OF the proposed 
Queensway sewer system wanted 
to stop an upcoming referendum 
by seeking acourt injunction. 
Members of the 'No' side felt that 
renters hould not be allowed to 
...vote, on the issue because they 
2:,W,o~ not Incur any capital costs. 
I I I 
peared that district negotiators 
kept secret planned cuts to em- 
ployee hours. 
*****  
JOHN A. McDONALD pleaded 
guilty to two counts of theft over 
$1,000. 
The plea was in connection 
with the 1990 disappearance of 
money from promotiom he ran 
for the Terrace White Cane Club 
and the Kitimat Child Develp[p- 
merit Centre. 
Because McDonald had already. 
waited nine months in jail, while 
awaiting trial, he was sentenced 
to one day in jail by Judge Ed de 
Waile. 
THE FEDERAL department of
Fisheries and Oceans announced 
it would give a $40,000 grant to 
raise 200,000 Kalum Chinook. 
The news meant hat the Ter- 
race Salmonid Enhancement 
Society would be able to keep the 
Deep Creek hatchery open for 
one more year. 
PROVINCIAL govern- 
meat wouldn't consider giving 
financial help to Orenda Forest 
products until the company came 
up with some money of its own. 
However, Orenda said it 
couldn't do this until it received a 
loan guarantee ~om the govern- 
ment. 
Oren~ has asked the govern- 
ment for a $100 milliou guarantee 
COUNCIL~ in Terrace and 
I.Qttmat debated :whether the 
Kitimat-Stikine 'regional district 
should accept SI~L~S in the 
Shames Mountain Ski Corp 
Shames owed the regional district 
$345,000 ~fori.,Kttsumkalam ~pki 
equlpmeqt'it bought ~'.1~I~6. :" ', 







All Remain ing  
I nventory  
1 /2  P r i ce  
Gemma's Kitchen Boutique 
Skeena Mall 635-4086 
Green / Blue / Pink 
Recycled Glass 30% Off 
Kitchen Linens 20% Off 
Gourmet Foods verything yOU 
30% Off E wanted For 
All Mugs ~.hrist~as., 
Gemma's Bed & Bath Boutique 
to help*it pay for its planned $500 
million mill. 
TEACHERS VOTED 96 per 
cent in favour to ratify a new con- 
tract with the school district. 
The deal provided the teachers 
with a 4.3 per cent salary increase 
over two years. 
It also set class limits for stu- 
dents with different types of 
handicaps. 
TSIMSI-KAN NAT IVES 
planned to sever ah ties with the 
prOposed Orenda pulp and paper 
mill.* 
They made the decision after 
concluding that here would be no 
job guarantees for natives. 
Meanwhile, I-labia leaders 
turned down an offer from 
Eurocan Pulp and Paper to log the 
Kitlope River valley. 
IGtimat Village chief councillor 
Gerald Amos said he was op- 
posed to any logging in the Kit- 
lope. 
SCHOOLS ACROSS the dis- 
ttict were shut down for a week 
bellind the picket lines of CUPE 
local 2831. 
Secretaries and other imide 
workers walked off the job after 
failed efforts at mediation the 
previous week. 
A deal was eventually reached 
giving workers pay hikes of more 
than 2.5 per cent. 
Skeena Mall 635-3392 
30% Off All Towels & Rugs 
20% Off All Bed Linen 
30% Off All Wicker 
. . . .  :i(::~ 
v 
:.' '.'{~ ~:!i ~~ 
'.r~.= "~ . / :: : :'- . -  
• ON STRIKE: Secretaries and other inside workers of CUPE local 2831 put district schools behind 
picket lines last spring in a bid for a better contract. 
~: loandu~, Ja~-1 ; : - i  The vote followed years  o f  
........ ' : ~"'k~'k ~ "k  ,debate, controversy and problems 
OU~ENSWAY AREA residents surrounding sewage disposal in 
approved a •$1.9 million low- that area. 
pressure sewer system following * ~r * ~k ~- 
a June 12 referendum- MINPRO, an Australian mining 
Final results ': sliowed that 168 : co mpan~,,~opP.d t0.,pAi~l~.a l=llge 
..... ~p,~e~ in, fayour, of: ..the; system ..... ~b,.~,t°s, .!~,U .~g .,P,~9, ~ a,t,, ,, ,C~,, .~!ar' 
while i24 were a~zaiust. The company felt that it could 
recover enough asbestos from the 25 Terrace residents turned up at 
pilefora10-yearopemtion., a public hearing regarding a 
However, it first needed to make mzoning application for a 10 acre 
a deal with the receiver appointed parcel extending from Eby St. 
to wind up the affairs of Cassiar east to the foot of Skcenaview 
mining corporation, which went Drive. 
into ba~up~c~ lhe previous, ~, Fr~,d .Kcm~edy.qf.Howc Creek In. 
, , ye~ ., . . . . . .  -~:-~ .... .., ,. ,, :....vestments .wanted :.to develop 
* * * * ~k " single family housing in the area 
RING IN THE NEW YEAR WITH 
S.A .V - I -N -G.S  







Whole or Halves U~'v ' /100  gl' 
$3.86 Kg 
Sl,75,b " 
APPLE JUICE . . . . .  ~ ¢ SOCKEYE SALMON $ j 
...... ,:......... _ ..,77 .., .............................. 1 991 RADISHES 
c.Essea..s '6 .99  ct M.TOJU,CE *1.681 6ozCo,,oP.ck.oe 
Armstrong, 900 g, 5 vadetles., . .  MoB's, 1,36 L .............................. 
COFFEE ' ~ Del Monte, 341 ml.. ................ _59  ea I Co-op, Reg, F lneor  $4d=O KERNELCORN ¢ I 3 /99  @ 
Columbian, 30011 ..... ,., ............ .,, I I I IV~ ________ . .  
CANOLA OIL  $@ QQ POTATO CHIPS & SNACKS J 
Old Dutch, Asst. Varlatles ABe l  Z~!~~~ N 
Pure Ught, 3 L., ........ .i ............. '. ~ '~"~'~ 200 - 250 g .......................... ,, ............ 
ONIONS eu.sl 
1/4 Slabs, Assorted Fresh Baked J Bunches 
=4.29 
* Cafeteria ~ * Family 
* Full Food Floor ~ Fashions 
Fresh Meats, * Hardware & 
Bakery, Dell Spo~ing 
Fresh Produce Goods 
* Farm & Garden * Gas Bar 
We a~o haw m Home Cede and Bulk Fuel 
• Depot mnwnlently loc~ded ne=rby, 
We've Got It All - For Youl 
i i i 
:•Look for other ' 
unadvertised 
specials in all Tnnn~nco~oun, 
in the Skeena eTORt Hount 
MOt~tAYTttRU 8RI.IR 
I e,m, - o p.f~ 
Mall . ~ ,u~ 
=" ..AI 
iii i!%%i~Nl ~. . . . . . . .  .~**,::: . . 
69 + ' gm 
~IE CEN11qE 
SL 
OURS:' ,"i Iu ATUP~AY 
~ 
CLOSED OUNDAYS ,,, 
635-9595 , 
TERRACE C04:)P DEPARTMENT STORE 
4817 Gmlg Ave, 
' - " " :  
~,.~._,=__,~.ep., I'~ ~"  
SWd=/,,_....~:,.,,..,O.u~. e V , I' ~ 
' 635-634,7 
COOP FARM l GARDI~i C~I~Ill 
4817 GroJ~ Ave. 
I STORE HOURS: ..... 
) /~.11w~ .... . . . .  ~O =.m,. ep,m, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t=.m., ep~. 
OaUdW-,,......,,,.,..,.| a.m,. I p,m, - 
: 635-6347 
GUtS BAR t DULI(Pt'ITIK)I..IHJId 
,m, H.¥. le 
GAS BAR: 
wM~. womeeW,,,.J:~ . .  oiLm 
• r~eJdq I FrkW ......... |:JO em.O:O0 pm 
~. . . . , , . , . . .  . . . . .  Ill~O am, • O p.m, 
QA8 S~:eU~....,... =In,. e p~ 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
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Fuzzy forests 
NORTHWEST RESIDENTS have just received 
a glimpse into the land claims future through the 
government's decision to put up for sale the 
wood in the Cranberry Timber Supply Area 
(TSA). And the future looks more than a little bit 
dicey. 
The Cranberry TSA used to be called Tree 
Farm Licence 51 and was held by Westar when 
it operated the mill at Kitwanga. Westar sur- 
rendered the licence to the province early last 
year and the mill is now owned by a subsidiary 
of the Gitwangak band. 
With the severing of the wood from the mill, 
the province faced the problem of howto get the 
two back together in some fashion. Complicating 
matters is a land claim boundary overlap through 
the Cranberry by the Nisga'a and by the 
Gitanyow. The wood, 110,000 cubic metres can 
be cut each year, more less sat in limbo pending 
a provincial government desire that the 
Gitanyow and Nisga,a resolve their overlap. 
Having seen no action on that front, the pro- 
vince decided to put the wood onto the open 
market through small business ales for 1994 and 
then into a longer term-forest licence beginning 
in 1995. 
Sounds good on the surface. But the key thing 
to remember here is that there is no resolution to 
the Nisga'a and Gitanyow competing claims. So 
who in their right mind would want.to get into 
the middle of something from which even the 
government has backed away? 
Still unknown are the conditions that could be 
attaelied to the small business licences and to the 
.forest' licenee.'There may be so much talking re- 
quired With the Gitanyow, Nisga'a and 
Gitwangak that no company could hope to come 
up:ffifli a. plan accep~ted:by ,  all flir.¢e;parfi'es, by 
two of the three or evenby one. <, 
Andthat's where the future ge(s cloudy. The 
gove~ent  iis trying to sell< land • claims settle- 
merits on:the basis of certainty. They say final 
resolutio~ig Will open the way for stable econom- 
ic deveiopment that'ssafe and secure for privat'e 
laves!merit, Yet this attempt at certainty isn't 
wi)~king, :leading t6 questions ••Of confidence i n
the ability, of•natives and of!the government to 
conduct hemselves accordingly. 
.;~~iagaini:all~.this-may be a very simpleplot 
oi~::i~e:~"~' 0f fl~e'~provineial government. By 
opening flii~' Wood up to bid, it's challenging 
eomti~tingnative:~terests to work"together. All 
that italk about native self government has to 
translate ilnto something concrete and this Would 
seem to be such an opportunity. In short, it's 
calledputup or shut up. 
. . . .  ViciOus circle 
WELCOME TO 1994 and welcome to a greater 
bite~Tx0myour paycheque. This time it comes 
courtesy.:the federal government which has 
raised the rates for unemployment insurance 
deductions,, 
The unemployment insurance, account is run- 
ningLiilto the redand that means the reds need 
more ~andimore to cover expenditures. But 
there, S: a growing ~ .feeling that more and more 
taxes ,r~duceljthe ablhty of people (o put money 
back iiiitCthe :~economy. That :, stif les economic 
growth, lea~g'  to more unemployment and to 
more iils~ce claims. It's a vicious ckcle. 
I I I I 
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High stakes at stake here 
VICTORIA - -  In ease 
you're wondering what self- 
government for First Nations 
means or what it might in- 
clude, wonder no more. Gam- 
bling appears to be one of the 
jurisdictions British Colum- 
bia's First nations are laying 
claim to. 
"Who in the hell says they 
have a fight to tell us what to 
do," Patty Chipps, chief of the 
Beecher Bay Indian band near 
Victoria, said in response to 
Socred leader Grace 
McCarthy's uggestion that the 
issue of setting up gambling 
casinos on First Nations land 
........ ~ i~ 
HUBERT BEYER 
plex. Feasibility studies have 
already been completed. 
gaming regulations. A second 
such eyent is in the planning 
stage. 
It can be safely assumed that 
if any group other than native 
had held this event, police 
would have shut it down and 
charges would have been laid. 
Obviously, the sensitive rela- 
tious between government and 
First Nations made the Har- 
court government reluctant o 
acL  
I don't blame the First Na- 
tions for wanting to rush in 
where wise folks fear to tread. 
Gambling is one of the most 
lucrative sources of income. 
be determined in a province- The government appears to Gaming .activities in British 
,~ ~wide, referendum~ :~,,.:.0 ~,~ .<,,be.spool~ed by the whole.idea ..... Columbia,, ineluding~ ticket, raf- 
The band in qt~..sfl6~ has:!I::~=and, ":" frankly, ;., it, :: ::should.-:' :  tics. ::casinos;.and bingo:g~nes. 
' passed a :series of gaming Government services minister brought in $502 million in the 
Robin .Blencee said he last fiscal last year, .hardly bylaws aimed at establishing a 
largo-scale casino on, its 
reserve land. 
Ch ipps  allowed that the 
provincial government: might 
be able to play "some role" in 
the matter, but added that the 
band is determined togo ahead 
with the project, no matter 
what the government says or 
does. 
We're not talking about a 
little bingo hail here or a few 
erap tables and slot machines. 
Tile band means business. It 
plans to build a multi-miilian 
dollar hotel and casino corn- 
received a - proposed 
• memorandum ofunderstanding 
through which First Nations 
wish to seek and agreement 
covering gaming Operations on 
First Nations land. 
Rather than comment in 
detail on the proposal, Blencoe 
would only say that he'll take 
the matter to cabinet for dis- 
eussion. 
On a separate fl-ont, the 
Kamioops Indian band recently 
staged a $25,000 Mega Bingo 
event that Was in clear con. 
travantion o f  pmvinciai 
I 
chicken feed. 
First Nations am on the 
• march. They demand and are 
finally getting the recognition 
they have been denied for two 
centurieS. They want to take 
control Of their future and need 
the revenue to do it. Gambling 
Chsinos offer a way out. 
But occasional bingos and 
raffles are one thing, largo- 
stole casino operations, Reno 
.or Vegas-style are quite anoth- 
• or .  
The very fact ~at Mmnciers 
such as Murray Pezim, the 
Vancouver Stock Exchange 
king, want to invest in such 
ventures hould be reason for 
concern .  
Still, the government is tak- 
ing the demands for the estab- 
lislament of a gambling casino 
seriously, and is obviously 
worried that giving in to the 
demand would open the flood= 
gates for similar operations 
elscwherc. 
The danger I see has nothing 
to do with who has control 
over gambling. The problem is' 
the scale on which it takes 
place. 
A little casino operaling dur- 
ing limited hours can't do too 
• m~c~ harm. Setting up g a~n- ; .H).~ Lt :-" , . . ,  &!. ' . ,~ J  
• bling palaces the .likes, of 
Which you find m Reno or I~  
Vegas is an open invitation' to 
the mob to come in and set up 
shop. 
Few famous gambling towns 
have managed to keep the mob : 
out, and Reno and Vegas 
aren't among them. Chances 
that the First Nations could do 
so are slim at best. 
Without sounding too 
alarmist, I would caution the- 
Harcourt government against 
rushing into an agreement that 
would give First Nations con- 
trol over gambling, lest it finds~ 
itself in a swamp up to its 
keesters in alligators. 
Resolving those resolutions 
" I f  itl weren't ]'or the last days. an empty barnyard granary. 
t a "  
" .: i < 
k I :  I ' | t l l I~ :  • :! i ~oIe.. I  L~ 
CLAUDE'ITE SANDECKI 
gleaned fi'om family's expres- 
sions and remarks as they an- 
wrapped this year's bounty 
around the tree. 
Each year end niggling quilt, 
nudged by dreams.stacked like 
747's over Toronto airport, 
pressures me to wriie a broader 
set of resolutions as detailed 
and exact as a recipe for make. 
your-own gtmpowder. Living 
up to a third of my intentions 
-would require the stamina nd 
singiemindedness of an IRA 
terrorist working thirty hour 
One resolution uppermost on 
my list is maintaining my 
weight. I figure if I weigh the 
same each birthday I'll ne%r 
have to be buried in a piano 
crate. Weighing the same has 
been a target since I was 
twelve, the year I shared my 
piano bench with a platc of 
carrots. 
Because my birthday is mid- 
January, at Christmas I have 
three weeks left in which to 
pare pounds. By foregoing 
after-supper munchies and sub- 
stituting flesh fruit for pastries, 
I've always weighed in, though 
some years it's meant lighten- 
ing up, like a Weight Watcher, 
by removing my wedding 
band. 
When I was twelve, our fam- 
ily didn't have a bathroom 
scale. We didn't have a 
bathroom. We had a sc~e 
capable of weighing a ton. 
(Was Dad thinking of me when 
he bought it?) It had steel 
wheels big as soup plates, a 
platform the size of a nightclub 
dance floor. It was housed in 
minute, nothing would get 
done." Good Housekeeping 
My accomplishments always 
fall short of my New Year's 
resolutions. To make up for it, 
the final week of my year is as 
overcrowded as vacation lug- 
gage. In those six days before 
the diapered baby takes over 
fxom the weary scythe carrier, 
I try to squeeze in everything 
on my goal list still to be done. 
Powered by a belated spurt 
of determination I vainly try to 
reach more o f t  he mileposts 
foolhardily proposed during 
last year's week of zest. The 
corrmpondenc~, ourse stalled 
midway whensunny weather 
coaxed me from my desk. Let- 
t=s stueed>out of s!ght, u.. 
answered, between dictionary 
and mail sorter. Living room 
drapes not hung for want of a 
hem. 
Come December 26, i,m in- 
spired to do all sorts Of holiday 
thilgs for next year. Sew red 
felt stockings. Create center- 
pieces. Make a list o f  gifts, 
~flEH 60LDiI~(KS I"H~ Sf:Co,Vp W/~S 7"o~ M~SlE. 
CAME To Tflf. 6FA~' E;uT" T'/t~. I'/te~JoLo(ry oF T#P_ 
~A~rFAT gOT 7"fiE. 7"flfl~P euApgAT COOZI> / 
FIR~" S~pL£ F/-OT 50ST"Ng 8hf, lC NeV',q 601,I£~. 
~As "I"o xee~cL~ l 
Except for Buster, the family 
dog, my weigh-ins were pri- 
vate. 
Each year since then I grab 
the eleventh hour chance to 
revitalize good intentions, 
hone objectives, and trim my 
life's course a degree or two. I 
get so little done with a page o f .  
specific goals guiding me, 
think how quickly I'd sink if I 
let go of the dock before chart- / 
ing a mute to a desired port. 
For decades my resolutions 
have followed predictable ines 
fold the laundry immediate. 
ly after it's dry; keep the 
mending up to date; yell lessat 
the kids. 
Now we pick our clothes out 
of the clean hamper; buy new 
socks rather than mend; the 
kids have moved away. But 
other things on th6 Hst survive. 
Thus on Boxing Day when 
many revelers are:~oaning, 
belts lot out to the maximum 
notch, I'm nibbling carrot 
sticks while summarlzlng 
March in a dairy entry. 
k 
HOWE CREEK 
The issue lingers on 
Although the issue of preserving 
green belt adjacent to Howe 
Creek has been a dominant one 
recently in local polities, 
it's nothing new. 
The article reprothtced below 
• and written by ex-mayor v ie  
JOLLIFFE, appeared in the 
News Advertiser June 11, 1973. 
If you look at the map that 
accompamos this article, you will 
see a portion marked 'Rural 
Park'. 
The Horseshoe drainage ditch 
runs throug h this land. 
Now, remember the politicians 
.have recently started calling this 
ditch the Howe Creek. 
.This - . creek originates 
somewhere ast of the Sunnyhill 
trailer park,, flows down through 
Mantel's field and then winds its 
way around the foot of the bench 
through this area marked 'Rural 
Park', through Bob's Welding's 
property (now Terrace Iron 
Works), fight through the Skeena 
Forest Mill property (now Skeena 
Sawmills) and on from there to 
the Skeena River. 
So much [or the location. 
The Horseshoe ditch is one of 
• Terrace's major drainage systems 
and therefore most be protected, 
constantly worked on and kept 
. : open. 
The land it flows through -- 
especially the section north of  the 
(Caledonia) high school -- is, as 
yet, fo  r a good part not sub- 
divided. 
~h.e way I see it, this gives the 
municipality the opportunity to 
create a beautiful park with 
mature trees; an opportunity, to 
have a safe area for small 
children to sail their toy boats in 
the'stream; and, at the same time, 
rehabilitate this much needed 
drainage ditch or creek. 
This could all be done ;at 
virtually no cost to the Terrace 
taxpayer if federal winter works 
and local incentive programs are 
used to the fullest extent. 
It's just a matter of planning 
these things and making 
applications to the senior 
governments. , : . . . . .  
• . 'The '.~ municipality ~ :~hdtiid'" be 
~w#~; the. 'Frsh /fii~ '~tl~ffe 
: -~b~on is  are vcry'inicreSte d in 
creek as it does contain fish. 
LEt  .~ _L L ~w ~..L._U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
il, > ,I 
,b ' I - -  
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W--AY BACl~-Wi-II~NTloca]-pol-'itici--ans came-'-~up with a p]-~ to save  green belt in the Ho------~w-e- Creek 
area. The map above shows what was proposed, the creation of a rural park between McConnell 
and the foot of the bench. Today's councillors are wrestling with the same issue but with a lot less 
undeveloped land to play with than their predecessors of nearly 30 years ago. 
And the persons owning the 
property would find, I 'm sure, 
that it is beneficial to them to 
have this work carried out. 
When they sub-divide, they 
have to give up at least five per 
cent of the land for park purposes 
and a good rural park where 
In going back through the 
minutes of the Aug. 25, 1965 
meeting, I find the members of 
council met with Others, 
including Mr. Worsley, town 
planner from Willis and Cunliffe, 
and the then owners of this 
property, Thomhill Realty. 
As I see it, this gives the municipality the opportunity 
to create a beautiful park with mature trees. 
people could go for walks and 
.children play would enhance their 
sub-division possibilities. 
When: I  started to do some 
research on this article, I checked 
the plaimingstudy commissioned 
They discussed the 
development of this property and 
Mr. Worsley was authorized to 
prepare a development plan for 
the Horseshoe district. 
.There is also a motion on the 
Realty, to the Town Planning 
Commission, the school board 
and Willis and Cunliffc 
Engineering confirming that "all 
subsequent sub-division conform 
to the town planner's design as 
approved by council for that 
a lP ,  a ,  ) '  
This is an interesting piece of 
documentation and should make 
it easy for council to come to a 
decision which could see Terrace 
obtaining a much-needed, natural 
wooded parkland area and, at the 
same time, ass]st flood control. 
The people owning the land are 
essentially the same group as 
owned it in :1.965 wh0n the ruling 
was made. 
And, as I see it, this is a special 
credit to both Mr. Duffus and Mr. 
--~byithe.diStribt~0f,Terrace:in~:lO65.~.:,i:bool~s made by:~then.¢ouncillor Goulet Eor,.,th0ir,~for~slght at he 
`~'`~:~.T~e~r~;¢~at~that~time~w~Mr~L~!.~Dtt~us;:s~conded~-`by~c~un~i~.r~/` ~me .::;, :.~ ~r~,:=:.~:.',' i 
Bert G0ulet aiid the map is from : Bakewell, that a letter be sent to ' I hope the present council will 
that Study. the land i'egist~, to Thornhill follow through with this project. 
Welfare system best when 
modeled on European one 
Dear  Sir:. 
Winter time seems to be a time 
when thoughts turn to charitable 
deeds ~ an attitude that lasts a 
. couple of weeks and then it's 
back to business as usual. 
In the U.S. one former welfare 
Morn;. Theresa Fuaicello, has 
' Wrlttlm a book, TYRANNY OF 
KINDNESS, in which she 
'" proposes ending poverty by get- 
ting rid of charitable organiza- 
tions. 
(: Right-wing fumzy-bones -Rush 
Limbaugh has stated that one out 
of four non-profit organizations 
pay their top executives $250,000 
:i or~more a year ~ and herein 
- hangs Ms. Funicello's point. 
;'- She reminds people that not 
only does a large chunk of 
L monies collected by charitable 
do-gooders go to pay the inflated 
: salaries of top executives, but 
-> :over $250 billion is spent by the 
!: public toward these tax- 
deductible charity organizations. 
What Funicello is proposing is 
getting rid of tax-deductible 
charities and spending the $250- 
plus billion to the tax revenue to 
give the"poor"  a guaranteed an- 
nual income year-round. Not only 
.would this be possible but 
government Could pay off its 
deficit at the same time. 
Canadians need to study Linda 
McQuaig's book, THE 
WEALTHY BANKER.S  WIFE, 
which exposes the assault on 
equality in Canada. 
McQuaig examines both the 
European and U.S. welfare sys- 
tems and points out that Canada's 
social service safety nets are a 
compromise between Europe and 
the U.S. 
The rising tide-of European 
prosperity is due to the fact that 
all classes receive social welfare 
compared: to the U.S. system 
which expects Funicello's private 
charities to handle most of it. 
Europe has proven that social 
welfare - -  where the wealthy 
banker's wife gets the same wel- 
fare as the single mother ~ does 
not interfere with either economic 
growth or competitiveness. To 
the contrary, it enhances econom- 
ic growth. 
McQuaig argues that in Europe 
the concept of weifare is linked to 
the broader concept of social wel- 
fare and implies a set of social 
fights and responsibilities. 
In other words, welfare in 
Europe includes everything from 
pre-nalal care to university educa- 
tion; from health care to burial 
costs for everyone from the 
Queen on down. 
I f  a raising tide lifts all boats 
then Europe has proven that 
responsible social welfare for 
everyone doesn't mean increases 
in deficits. 
In the U.S., to the contrary, 
where poor people are targeted, 
they are only obliged to take the 
money and run into the un- 
derground economy so that the 
rate of poverty becomes greater 
and taxes have to increased to pay 
the differences. 
Canada has aiso adopted U.S. 
standards where no social, respon- 
sibility is required to regenerate 
economic growth througi! 
mainstream spending. 
Canada's social welfare safety 
nets are not some kind of bargain- 
ing chip that can be sold out dur- 
ing election-time or NAFTA 
deals. Canadians have been lied 
to by the politicians using the so- 
cial safety nets for political ping- 
pong games during the last 10 
years. 
Canadians need to take their 
country hack and demand the 
European model of excellence 
and affluence before we all be- 
come barefoot Americans living 
in igloos and lean-tos. 
Brian Greg~ 
Terrace, B.C, 
!The Angler should be a bridge 
:! Dear Sir. 
The Dec. 8 letter to the editor 
~'/ regarding The Skeena Angler 
~ii ( ' ' I t 's a bad angle") has 
~i. prompted me to give my opinion. 
. . . . . .  Last summer I put in my 
:; )i:~ obligatory several hours at the 
: Lakels0 River logging bridge. I 




ry. I  




I certainly enjoy watching my 
eena friends east flies, but I can also 
I to appreciate an"accurate 50  yard 
~om- e~t by it float-fisherman who 
litlst didn't fish at all when I first took 
the h lm~hidg . .  . " There ts definitely sometldng " 
.. The Skee~:,Angler could, do a negative: abou!, the tann~ spoon .... 
lot to bring the different ypes of 
anglers together. The very nature 
of terms such as banky, or even 
haltflsherrnan can only serve to 
chuckor and I know a lot of 
people who don't consider the 
use of a roe a substance abuse is- 
sue. 
I have read Rob's articles in 
American sporting magazines and 
in fact he can present issues in a 
clear factual manner. The Skeena 
Angler shouldn't be a "how to 
catch more fish" column. 
The articles should promote 
conserving and. Improving the 
resource. This would best be, 
served by drawing together all of 
the people concerned, 
And maybe If this could happen 
Rob Brown could hang out on the 
bridge, perhaps encouraging 
people to let some go. 
I think, the bridge in June would 
be a good place for Rob to spin 
his yarns. 
put people off. S incere ly ,  
ea~.  ~tabe~ 
Teme  n.c,. 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Aid cuts crit icized 
An open let ter  to: 
Mi le  Scott ,  M.P. ,  
Dear  Sir. " . . . .  ' " . . . .  
As a member of Development and Peace, I would like to express 
my grave concerns regarding the receni CutbackS to Canada's Offi- 
cial Development Assistance (ODA) program. . . . . . .  
Not only has the ODA been Cut by $~L4 billion in the last five 
years, Canadian is presently divert!ng developmdnt~aid from the 
poorest countries to other countries that ~V0uld be more economical- 
ly viable for Canadian exports. . 
This has occurred espite aid policie s ensuring thatalleviation of 
poverty would be a top priority of any government ~ild program. 
More than one billion peol~leworld-wide live in al;ject poverty, 
lacking adequate food, clothing, shelter; access to clean water, 
health care, and education. 
Seventy seven per cent of the world's people receive only 20 per 
cent of its income. Twenty per Cent of the ~world'speople consume 
80 per cent of the world,s,resources and produce75 per cent of its 
pollution. . . . . . . .  
Global problems such as depletion of the ozone layer or the 
destruction of the rainforest affect Us all. canadians hare a com- 
mon future with the people of the third world. " 
We in Development and Peace urge the new government of Cana- 
da to take a stand that reflects Canada's position in the world as a 
nation with integrity that priorizes the needs Of people. 
We ask the federal government tO review its foreign policy (in- 
volving broad public consultation and participation) and.to improve 
the Official Development Assistance program to ensure the needs 
of all people are met effectively. " ' : . . . .  
Catherine Velek, 
Development and Peace, .... " . . . .  
Sacred Heart Perish, 
Terrace, B.C. .- 
S c h o o l  decision backed. 
Dear  Sir:. , 
AS a parent I support Frank Hamilton and Stew Christensen's de- 
cision to refuse the showing of a puppet Show abou! AIDS in school 
without parents being present. 
The schools are educating our children and so we should have a 
say in what that education includes, especially when it comes to is- 
sues that affect he morality and health of our children. 
There is a lot more information available to our children today, 
then there was when I was in school, 320 years ago, and yet kids are 
in more trouble today. 
I don't think the issue is more information eede d (especially 
sexually explicit material), but it is.teaclfing teensto take responsi- 
bility for their actions, waiting with sex until they're ready to make 
a lifetime commitment (ie: marriage) and not deceiving them into 
thinking that condoms constitute safe sex. 
Condoms have a failure rate of 15.3 ~ 36.3 percent in preventing 
pregnancy (statistics taken from Family Planning Perspectives 21, 
May/June 1989, pgs. 1.03and 105). Who kimws what the failure rote 
is in preventing venereal disease, especially for viruses that are 
many times smaller than sperm. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
En~umgin~ condom use: al:nonlz icons i s:lil~ sayin~ti;i your child, 
,,( ,.~.'-t , ,f L ' • " ".,q ~ ,~¢ t ~,' %, ,1 -  "~ ~1~)~ - , ,  
• I,tlon ~wM'~duJi~o~od-m.i~d~{;.:b~t l'ie.ri,qar6 the 4oblgilf you 
should try a B. & E."'.-~'juslet~oh'~gSt ~fih~;l'ftYt~t i !  *:10 0""  
Sincerely, 
N. .Penner ,  
~"~ Terrace, B.C.  
I 




Shelter now open 
THE SHELTER for the homeless is now open. It is located in the 
2800 Block of Hall St. and is in an old home. The shelter is a place 
for people who do not have a place to live. People can stay there for 
a short time. 
The idea for a shelter began a year ago. I It:happened after Daisy 
Wesley died. She died in a downtown vacant lot. : 
Last winter people could stay atth 9 Skcena Health Unit. Then the 
government said it would pay for a Sheito'r. ~The Ksan House Society 
got the contract for the shelter, - 
If you need the shelter, you can call. the crisis line. The phone 
number is 635.4042. Or you can Call tho-T6rraco Anti Poverty 
Group Society at 635-4631.' :The RC/vlP'~wlll/also:h01p,:Pcople can
also talk to mental health workers. - ~ ~:  i : -i,. 
The people tn the picture work at the she!tot, ~i'iie~ are PauiMack. 
enzie, Monica Rauter, David Haizimsque, Lella Burtort, Jim 
Rushte'R°nY°ungandR°y-AttrllLt=::.'-: <!i:. : -: 
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Playhouse being raffled 
A PLAYHOUSE built by Skeena 
Home Bailders Association is 
nearing completion and raffle 
tickets will soon be on sale. 
The house will be on display at 
various locations. 
"The main intent of the raffle is 
to raise money to send our presi- 
dent o beard meetings, but it also 
provides ome exposure for the 
association," said association ex- 
ecutive officer Bob Lafleur. 
The association referred to by 
Lafleur Is the provincial one 
which, in turn, is connected to a 
national body. 
Odginally the local association 
considered building and raffling a 
R2000 insulated spec home but 
there was a considerable dsk.: 
That's when the group consid- 
ered building a play house and 
raffling it ina!ead, said Lafieur. 
The play house is eight by. ten 
with a gable roof with dormers. 
It comes complete with siding, 
railings, doors and windows, car- 
peting and wiring for lights. 
The Skeena Homebuilders As- 
sociation is a division of the Ca- 
midian Homebullders Association 
and was formed in the winter o f  
1990. There are 11 locals in B.C 
SOMEBODY IS going to win thisplayhouse constructed by 
members of the Skeena Homebuilders Association. It's recently' 
been finished and will be on display at variouslocations around 
the city. ' : 
The associatiOn consists of any- Among other activities is lobby- 
body directly involved in the  ing o f  various governments on 
building industry - -  eg. buildings • matters connected to the building 
supply outlets, sub-trades, bank- industry. 
ors, realtors. There are 32 local members and 
each has gone through astringent 
application process. This is to 
keep the assoeiatiun reputable as 
a professional group. 
The association overall has a 
strong voice in the industry be- 
cause it is represent locally, 
provincially and federally. 
"We have a direct input to 
changes in the building code. It's 
the only association of its kind 
that offers a five-year warranty to 
new home buyers," said Lafleur. 
The association is involved in 
the R2000 program, a federal ef- 
fort to make homes more energy 
efficient. 
The association also provides 
'the public with a list of local 
professionals. 
"We don't want to be a service 
club became we don't consider 
ourselves a service club. We arc 
basically an association of build- 
ing related professionals," said 
Lafleur. 
Raffle tickets for the playhouse 
are $5. The draw will be made the 
Saturday before Easter Sunday. 
The house will be delivered 
Easter Sunday to  the winning 
family. 
KEENLEYSIDE INSURANCE 
has moved into bigger quarters at 
the Terrace Co-op. 
"We'll have an outside access 
to Grcig Ave. that's wheelchair 
accessible," said insurance m- 
ployee Jayne Hillert of the move. 
The office is located in a por- 
tion of the space once alloted to 
Co-op's furniture andapplianees 
section, 
Hlllort said the addition of a 
staff member and growth in busi- 
ness meant more space was 
needed. 
The outlet's lead company is 
Out & About 
The Co-operators which is owned 
by Federated Co-op Ltd. 
• It'll be the new year before the 
next step in attempts to reach a 
contract between Skeena Broad- 
casters and one of its unions is 
known. 
The company two weeks ago 
presented its final offer to Local 
827 of the National Association 
of Broadcast Employees and 
Technicians. 
Local president John Crawford 
said the company withdrew an of- 
fer of a three per cent roll back 
followed by a one per cent in- 
crease ach year for three years. 
Instead, it's submitted a three- 
year offer of :5" per cent in the 
first eyar, .5 per cent in the see- 
end year and 1.5 per cent in the 
third year. 
The union wants 3.5 per cent 
over two years. 
"We'll be taking what they're 
calling their final offer to the 
membership but I don't see any- 
thing happening until after Christ- 
mas," said Cmwford. 
Skeena Broadcasters has also 
offered benefit improvements. 
The two parties have already 
used a conciliator appointed by 
the federal labour department. 
I ==*,• I B0X22' :J 
I P !~ I ,~o~ Terrace, BC Major Oed~ C=d. I 
I ~k¢ l  yOUR VSG4/~ " :mep~ I 
I .,,,T,,. I °~.L. ,o,~..~rk ' :, Yourd0nation is I
moKe . . . . . . . . .  J . . . . . . . .  tax deductible I.~=o.0,1 c..~^. 63"1167 I 
I ~.VtUCN ,I. #IKILLER . . . . .  . . I 
• Your.ln.Memodam g~Is a lasting tribe: Please send your I 
donation to the address above, along with the name and : l 
address and the name and address of the next.of-kin, for an I " 
acknowledgamant card. 
'~ ' -=r~ TERRACE REGIONAL 
=11 I ~1 HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE sERVICES 
' R"es,dents andsta f fo f  
Terraceview Lodge would like to 
extend thanks to everyone who 
helped make our annual Tea and 
Bazaar  such a success] 




We will gently extract ground-in soil to help f reshen  
your upholstered furniture and keep it looking its best l  
Free Est imates ' 
635-3558 N 
' T :>t==e ' 
Fashionable and Affordable 
Maternity and Infant Wear 
* Casual ~ * Professional 
* Lingerie ~ */nfant Wear 
635-5606 
I 
Fireplaces in a motel room? 
I don't believe it! 
I : 
, i  i ~ 
Relax with us while shopping, skiing, or on business 
COPPER RIVER MOTELI 
F i rep laces  Remote  Contro l  Cab le - re  
4113 H ighway 16 East ,  Ter race ,  B .C.  
Phone 635-6124 FAX 635-9766 
PLEASE RESERVE AHEAD 
sk i  
with SLUMBER LODGE 
-Sk i  the Northwest 
SHAMES $129 
MOUNTAIN 
Includes accommodationat [ 
Terrace Slumber l.x~ge, Inn downtow~, 
2o f  our famous full breakfasts, ski bus  
at your door, 2 lift tickets & all taxesl 
Call 635-6302 to book now. 
Ski busruns every day of the 
Christmas break, ,,~,. : .... " 
[ 
H -. ,, .,. BLE l" Mm? PER PERSON, PER DA iUNTAIN 
i ' r~c fthers SlUmber Lodge 
Offers saunas & continental b akfast. 
Call 847-2208.  All taxes included. 
Check outour group & midweek 
spectalsl . 
J 
FACTORY IN' fOICE SALE 
The savings continue with our Factory Invoice Sale. Factory Invoice + $595 
Freight and P.D.I., gives you your best deal on any '93 in stock. 
Here's just one example: 
1993 Hyundai  Excel Special  Edition 
3 Door Hatchback 
Factory  
Invo ice  




GiVeSyou =10,364 O0 
Your Best Deal/ 
J" Automat ic  Transmiss ion 
, /AM/FM Stereo Casset te  with 4s  
#' Power  Steer ing 
, / Fu l l  Cloth Bucket  Seats  
#" Special  Edition Carpeted  Floor r 
, /Tachometer  
, /Rear  Spoiler 
, /Decor  Package  ~ ; :  i i ~ ~:J:))> 
, I  Co lor /Keyed A luminum Whee ls  - .  ,: .< . .  , .  ~.,::, 
H Y U n D R I  
'Where the smart Money Goes" 
ii :! 
~ o  ~ h i l l  ~ o  to  rs  
"The Dealer Who Cams" 
3040 Hwy 16 East, Terrace Dealer No. 7041 635-7286 
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O.A.C. (A, taxes must be paid at time of purchase) O.A.C. 
ON 
's" 'F 
 I' NVIE'N.TO Ry  ' 
ALL ITEMS SALE PRICED 
Select true quality from Maytag, G.E., Jenn-air, I ~  ............ 
Magic Chef, Frigidaire, Quasar, Gold Star, Laz-y- ~ ~  I I~  
boy, Kroehler, Century House, Simmons, Palliser, 
North Country Oak, Coventry and Many More. . I .¢~ 
SALE DATES: 
Wednesday, Dec. 29 ....................... 9 am to 6 pm 
Thursday, Dec 30 9 am to 6 Pm • w o o w o e e i e  s m m i o | e e l a s  . | a l e |  i 
Friday, Dec. 31 ............................ 9am to 5:30 pm 
APPLIANCES, TV'S, STEREOS, LIVING ROOM, BEDROOM,.. 
LAMPS, PICTURES, KITCHEN SUITES AND ACCESSORIES• 
{ /% : , 
.COUNTRYWIDE 
I I  
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
sINCE 1963 
4501 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
635-1158 
:£• : ,  ~ :{ ,~-  
Owned and Operatedby 




-~  We are clearing the way for our 1994 
merchandise, Our legendary once-a-year 
,sale gives you incomparable values on 
every home furnishing and appliance 
imaginable... 
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MP Scott gives up 
on some freebies 
ALONG WITH re°st Ref°rm l " I 
Mrs, Skeena's Mike Scott will be 
turning down a wide range of par- 
liamentary perks and privileges. 
The Reform caucus recently ap- 
proved a series of recommenda- 
tions on perks . .  " " "  
All Reform MPs,are ~expected 
to go along:with the recom- 
mendations, alilai~gh"they are not 
bound by them. : , ,  
The list of subsidized perks and 
services Ref0rnacrs.'.will' turn 
down ineRide£¢a :tailor :sllop .on 
Parliament i~': ~il,', freel Picture 
framing, a hair dresser, second- 
language lessons for spouse and 
staff, gym services, shale shines, 
massage ,service, room service, 
, credit dliar~ng":'i)nvfleges at the 
parliamenta~ festatiranl, beauty 
salon, the'liquor; store,'.and the 
National Defence niedtcal ceritre. 
Scott said MPs use the medfeal 
centre as a hospital where they 
can get important surgery done Mike Scott 
immediately, and avoid waiting 
lists for treatment elsewhere'~twoa 
"It basically ~m0unts'to ' . i -  ..... . . . .  
tiered tiealth care System," Scott 
said. If the pension system isn't 
Reformers willseek reform of 
the MPs pensions, and are aiming changed, Scott will opt out 
to outlaw double dipping., of the pension program 
MPs are forced to deducrl l  per when he leaves office, tak- 
cent of their pay to contribute to ing out his own contribu- 
the fully indexed tax-free pension tions plus four per cent in- 
scheme . . . . . . . . .  
"I  wish they wouldn't deduct it retest. 
and let me contribute to RRSPs 
like every other Canadian," Scott 
said. ' ": ''~ ' 
If. the, pension s~,stem isn't cut as a symbolic gesture. 
changed, Scott will opt out of the "You can't actually take a pay 
pension, program.when,he leaves cut," Scott says. "You're forced 
office, taking out his own contfi- to take the money." 
butionsplus four per cent interest. As a result, each lVlP has a 
He said Reformers favour al- choice of donating the money to a 
lowing MPs to set up private pen- • federal debt reduction account, a 
sion plans and that those be sub- charity of their choice, or they 
ject to the same income :tax rules can undertake to pay income tax 
that govern all other .Canadians. on the portion of their expense 
The Reform eauc~ also called account that they don't ~ supply 
on Mrs to take a ?10'.:,per', cent pay receipts for. 
Scott said he and other Reform 
MPs undertake to use any ac- 
cumulated "frequent flier" 
points to pay for legitimate flights 
on parliamentary business, not for 
personal holidays. 
He said each Reform MP will 
make a detailed annual public 
disclosure on the usage of their 
travel points. 
Scott says he doesn't rule out 
flying business class occasional- 
ly. 
He said he'll fly economy class 
most of the time. But if he has 
some work he can do on the 
flight, he may elect o spend extra 
money (an extra $178 for a round 
trip flight to Ottawa) for the 
roomier seats. 
"I'11 bedeciding on a ease by 
case basis," he said. 
On the list of perks that are still 
allowed is the use of the par- 
liamentary restaurant and 
cafeterias. 
Scott said Reformers compared 
the prices charged to the prices a t  
similar private restaurants and 
cafeterias and found little dif- 
ference. In some cases the dining 
on Parliament Hill was even 
pricier, despite ~e$2 million an- 
nual subsidy. 
They concluded, therefore, that 
it wasn't much of a perk and 
wouldn't be banned. 
"We just can't figure out why a 
taxpayer subsidy is required to 
run the place," Scott said. "It's a 
very inefficient operation and it 
shouldn't be mn like that. 
Scott doubted he would be 
going there often, however. 
" I 've had a meal there once and 
I didn't find the food there partic,- 
ularly good anyway." 
The Reform caucus also author- 
ized use of VIARail passes by its 
Mrs in cases when it would be 
cheaper to take the train some- 
where for official business than to 
ay. 
Did ~Ou';know Children's Child Protection Unit assesses 
and tre~its p;,hysica!!~ and sexually ,,~,,~. 
ed ~"" '" =' ren a ~ ~ ' ;  s other, t3C 0,,,,.~o~..,~.;..~.:.,;,. abus ~ r i ,~p  .... -~--- ' " Ch i ld ren 's  H~Spffa l  
.hospital~'g~:up sibilant "vprograiia:s? Puttingsinilesbackwheretheybelong. 
, ; -  :~ .t; 
• %G'  Y' 





m or Featuring 
o . , , .o rse  
Party starts at 
RESIAur~NT-LOUNGE. 
PuB. corn BEEr stOrE 7:30 Pm 
FreeCourtesy Van 
i 
;- . ",9, . . . . . .  
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Babyts Nan"el 
Lcah Paige 
Date & aline dr Birth: 
December 11/93 at 2:43 a.m. 
Wdsh.t/8,!1~ 5 oz Sere Female 
Parentm Liada Hoekstra & Wade 
; .  ' "; - Wlieeler 
Baby'i Name= 
Ashley Eleena Isabel Devaney 
Date & Time of Blrth= 
December 12/93 at 5:15 a.m. 
Weight* 7 Ibs 14 oz Sex= Female 




Date & Tame o/' Birth= 
December 12/93 at 9:25 p.m. 
WeiShh 9 lbs 9,5 oz Sex= Female 
Parents= Roa & Velma Telek; 
sister for Aug, Joe, Josh & Jakey. 
, t : .  
r • 
Q 
NEED To KNOW 
SOMETHING ABOUT 
YoUR NEW 
Call corv iMUNITY?  
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
Ph;one Diana 638-8576 
Phone Gilllan 635-3044 
Our hostess will brine gifts and 
greetings, along with helpful 
k community information. 
. . . .  YAMAHA I 
POWERFUL VALUE T " 
/ -%,  ,., N 494cc of pure  Yamaha Powe ..' .. . 
( ~ -  >~-?'-~- ~ New l inear ba lanced  chassis with 40" ski'stanc~e 
, ~  ~ . .  " . . , . ~ .  : ' ,~ ;~I  '~ 
~ ' ~ .  'i -, ~ Long travel  T.S.S. suspens ion-  -:.~ - 
~ i ) ~ . :  ~ He ,  sty l ing " .i':~, '.:::~.i)"?~.9? ~ . 
" - '  ~ H°t terper f ° rmance ' ( ; i  ' :~: ' :  i , . : ' : . " i l ,  :. i,,!':: 
lrle ~ ~  batlsly. 
Ken Gibson 
4946 Greig 
635-2909 Tievor Gibson . ~' . . . 
Putting It Simply 
W e H ave It All!t 
t .~  ¸  ,. , , .  
I 
i 1 - ' . ' ? ,  i , ' ,  , L  : . r  
. 3" 
: . . , ' !  . .  , , ' :  : .d~ 
' iC , :  
A New World Of Color And Design 
retrace Carpet Centre 




7[(" ! . 
YOUR DECOR 
Value Included with Kit. ' 
"!, 
i" 
I /~MrA DAT I FLUMIU/~ 
While Quantities Last Comet details I~uded in k i t  
4818 HIGHWAY 16 WEST, TERRACE,'B~O.:~'~'" ~635,733S 
• . . . . . .  : ! . . . .  : i: " , , ; i  I 
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_ . . .  donates o . . . ,  fund i CTOaYsavlngs N S 
Council, Shorts FA I VOICE  AL  
Ci ran,, The co tinue with our Dealer lnvowe Sale/ 
COUNCIL HAS approved a one-time donation of $4,000 to a 
scholarship Inmemory of Rick King and his sane Paul. 
The pair were killed in a motor vehicle accident in November 
while returning ham a hockey game in Prince Rupert. i 
Administrator Bob HaUsor said the donation brought the total col- 
lected to date to $10,000, a realistic level in terms of ensuring the [ 
interest earned would allow the scholarship to be self.sustaining. 
The scholarship will be awarded annually to grade 12 student who 
is also involved in minor hockey. 
Fence to go to bid 
~" w~ Skcem VaUey Golf Club • wants to obtain the chain link 
felice surrounding the old, and no~, empty, animal shelter, it'll have 
tO outbid any other interested parties. 
Council. accepted a committee recommendation that a proposal 
cal ! go out for removal of the fence. The golf club had asked the 
fence be donated on the understanding it would be t~ponsible for 
taking it down. 
R needs th.~ fence to protect its equipment against vandalism but 
: says_it cannot afford a new one. 
Council hasalso agreed to call for:proposals for demolition of the 
old animal shelter. 
Bike routes nixed 
MARKED BICYCLE mutes in the city will have to wail 
The proposal for the bike mutes came in a letter forwarded to 
council by.the Skeena Health Unit's adult health committee. How- 
ever, councillors decided the issue could not be tackled until other, 
more pressing problems had been dealt with. 
Paving sought 
HOMEOWNERS on the 2800 and 2900 blocks of Cramer arc as- 
king their street be paved next year. 
Noting Rotary Park is located on the next bleck, the residents' 
petition pointed out, "during the summer months we find the dust 
conditiom unbearable." 
Iftbe work is carded out, it will be under the local improvement 
scheme which sees property owners pay for the paving based on 
their frontage. The petition indicated the residents were quite 
i~. p.an~d mdo so. 
The request has been referred to the public works committee: 
Grant request 
gets approval 
CITY has received provin- " 
dal:approval ofa planning rant - 
of up to $19,0oo. 
..Them0ney isintcnded to cover~ •
halt tl~. cost o f .~t ing  zoning 
by-laws tO bflng, them into line 
wt~ the r~nt ly  adopted Official 
Cominunlty.Pl~:. - • " 
", ~ aM jmtwl~enthat takes place 
will: ~ .up to council to decide, 
but it him ~t i l  March 31, 199.5 to 
~,  OUt'the worlc "me province / : " 
~1 :,cover i~l~'~b cost,up to~ ~t l  ;:~;;~i r';":" ....... 
7 ' f  
HYUI-Ii RI 
'Where the Smart Money Goes" 
~!~ :: i!~ 
h iZ - [ -  z -S : 
'The Dealer Who Cares" /635-7286 
3040 Hwy 16 East, Terrace Dealer No. 7041 
SONY 
. . . , ,  
• I " '  
.. - - , . , .  - ~: 
: . . .  
iSodlum saves 
TO"l~. 'SPEND]]q'G $5,600 on 
clnngtng street lights at Ferry Is- 
land andthe-Arcm parking lot 
now~l l  Save money in the long 
ilcouncil ]~s uppmved the 
"Rio expenditure will c~vcr the 
¢~t of:replacing 15 mercury 
vapur lamps with high pressure 
~/un Ones. 
The"projcCt will qualify for a 
$i,275 rebate ftom rHydro under 
its PowerSmart program. 
Hydro estimates power savings 
w~ll' allow. :the d~ to recoup its 
'i~on6y Withih'foi/r yearn. 
In,camera tally 
• DgC~G TO discuss the 
items in ol~n meeting, council 
referred the following to an in- 
m~ra commtt~ of the ,whole 
• B~I~ held after last week's 
coundl meeting: 
• A letter from Ydtimat council 
calling for the orthopaedic 
Ray will be happy 
to answer any 
questions you may 
have concerning 
your audio needs. Raymond LaChance 
Audio Specialist 
A U T 0 S O U H D 
* 5 1/4" Polymer 
D~ITAI. AUDIO 
A Knockout Combination of our Most Popular 
Autosound Components ... CD, Cassette and Radio 
" Sony 'sput  together  a package that Scan. repeat and Shuffle play that you 
EXR-10 AM/FM 2-SHAFT CASSETTE 
* Auto Reverse 
* 15 Watts Max. 
* Clock.• Fader 
, . -  . . "  
Reg. $199.00 Sale '139 ,00  
CDX-5060 AM/FM CD PLAYER ':~ ': 
........................................ * Remova ble!Fiii~e __-____.: 
-~'.r[~Lr~-. : . . .  • . . . .  
Reg. $469.00 Sale s399,00. 
* 8Watts r X4 i'. i:::- " 
* 1 Bit D/A Conveder 
* Removable Face 
s~on tO relaain i n  that  com-  def lvers  tncred lb te  autosound valuel can access through the ,sdiocsssette/ 
10.disc CD changer features e t.blt DA CD controller. 25 waits x 2/6 watts x 4 munlty and mklng Ter race  tO converter, 8x overeempling end sealed p .. . .  output, auto.reverse cassette 
door design. Plus, you get ell of Sony's and 24 AM/FM 10resets complete the wflte to  the  ~ t e r  o f  H e a l t h  ' , ~, : ;  : "programming features like AMS. [ntro  peckag0, 
i~tLa ~IHI~ 
' Nom~. o,tiining project,  sur-' T PR ICE  IN  ~ ~ . v v  
- ' -p l~, i~ng.$!;3,  mi]li0n inthe:: " 
.• ;~.ncfid, s~er:and.water:opemt- : ' ~,~,~=~"~~ : : ' ' XS-HL452-WAYCOMPONENT 
' ,:~::~;,~::o~ . =~e~ " SPEAKER SYSTEM m0¢~ ','Of 'the : F~anCa , corn: 
* A report on an in-camera 
• meeting Of the Public Works 
committee. 
:~Pr0claimed 
G~Aw=reaess  Week:. Jan 
, :.15.23~11994~: " i 
Terra'i Science Festival Week:. 
Jan,. 31 -Feb, 5; 1994. 
" Internatlonal'Development Week:. 
' Feb,: 6~12, 199¢. ' " 
~He~zge Week: Feb. 21-27,1994. 
/ : :~  Month (Incl~lin8 door.to- 
' doorcamv=) inMarch- 
• .. • . . 
'1 I I I I  
CounCil  wil l  next  meet 
Morally, Jan. 10,1994, be,. 
s, ls~s at 7..30 p~n. 
~ I / r i l !  i~l 
. 7 • . , " - :  . : 
Woofer 
* 1" Balanced Drive 
Tweeter 
Reg. $235.00 Sale $159.00 
:~ i~ ~:~i~ii~;!•: I ..... "Where  The Pro fess iona ls  Are ' ,  
r II iii i i 
~I'~I * Clock, Fader - - -  . . . . . . . . .  ..w..... . . . . . .  
"Reg. $299.00 Sale '249.00 
XS-6933 6 X 9 SPEAKERS 
Reg. 
129.00 
* 160 Watts Max. 
* 3-Way System 
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XR-4400 AM/FM CASSETTE 
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standard front dual air bags 
standard side door impact beams 
air conditioning 
automatic transmission 
310 litre V6 eng'" 
•> . 
BUILTIH CANADA , . . ' , ' . !~ ' i i . .  ~ ' ........... ' ....... ' ..... 
'e :e~tionic AM/FM ste rag >''.' 
power litigate release 




INCLUDING FREIGHT ~.~'i~i~;-:ii;~;!!:i..~.;~;: , .  I [CLUDING FREIGHT ,;. ,;-#,,i 
• '~:%~!:::::~"i~ •: IXC[UDES $'I250I~ACTORY REBATE AND IHCLUDES $10OO FACTORY REBATE AND . . . . . . . .  ~. ;-~: ,OCHAeOE OPT ON PACKAOE UPORADES. 
P 
~ : i , / ~ : , .  i/2 PRICE OPTIONS. :~.; 
.i .. i : . . i  i " ~ power steering ~'~"'~;'<~ :' ' ;, FO~ § DaViS OIILY I i~ii!~~ii~i~i~)g~isbU9 ~j~ frontwheeldrive 
power disc brakes 
AM/FM 4 speaker stereo 
ii! iill 'a' 
front wheel drive 
~ tilt/cruise 
AM/FM stereo cassette 
power steering 
INCLUDING FREIGHT 
IHCLUDES:S750.FACTOflY REBATE. " 
~.  standard driver's Side air bag 
I~ 512 litre magnum V8 220 horsepower 
4 speed automatic transmission 
1994 DODGE DAKOTA 
O0 
6ET lift ADOITIOfillL 
~(~,;,llp ~ B]  ~ IBJ~ ~ CHelsTInns 
OFF MOST 
ia 14 CARS & TRUCKS 
<' Off TOP OF 
AriD REBATE f 
~1' all season radial tires 
rear window defroster 
deluxe intermittent wipers 




dual remote mirrors 
light packng() and more 
O)),'ne,-,l' t,~o,'Ee ++ 
gN 
power disc brakes 
includes gotd or silver special edition package with: 
aluminum wheels, luggage rack,'froni'fosdaond 
mouldings, stripes, decals and more ~ ' - t t  
~o~ 
•1• aiiconditioning ~ chrome sh, led wheels ~ 83 litre (18 gallon) gas tank cruise control ~ AM/FM cosselte stereo ~ bright power mtrrors tilt steering ~ sliding rear window ~ super SLT decor package 
)HURRY, TH iS  OFFER .EHD$ DE©o 31o ~1~9~ 
~°"°J ONLY AT VOiLiR ~ LOCAL CHRYSLER, DEALER.  
. . .Ha  n . . . .  ,,.,,r,, fn ,)~¢ c,,,n,h),~, m nto ~ ~) ~,~(lO(hklm~Co~hovo~lOd~d ooflefi )o(o~,li~ondnflor Obolooffersonse)edVehklO~onty;A pomctponnooeolels.umL[eor~mOOnOl.)eeoeoleri'orgelol~, | ugorsmu"ml~'excmswo r im ~y. i~  I upp  . p , .  , . , / 
, ,<  : > . , :, , ,  . . . .  . . . .  _, : . . . . . .  : . . . .  <: , ;.<.>. 
I ~ .~ ~, 
+ 
•INSIDE 
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A WI:I:I~L¥ CALENDAR OF EVENTS i 
What's Up! 
Saturday~ January 1 
POLAR BEAR SWIM takes place at 1 p.m.. at 
Lakelse Lake. Register at the Hotspfings atnoon. 
For information call Scott Linley at 635-7117 or 
Jim Mackenzie at 635-9201. Forms available at 
local pubs. 
Tuesday, January 4 
LEGION LADIES AUXILLIARY meets at 8 
~.m. at the LEgion. 
Thursday~ January, 13 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S As- 
;ociation will hold its first meeting at the Terrace 
Inn from noon to i p.m. Bring your ideas and be- 
come a founding member! Call Lillian at 635- 
5888 for morn information. 
COMMUNITY ACTION COMMITrEE for 
HIV. Meeting Jam 13, 1994 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
Board Room. 
Tuesday, January 18 
REFRESHER CLINIC for diabetics takes place 
at Mills Memorial Hospital. A doctor's referral is 
required. Call Dana Hill at 635-4050 or 638-1956 
for more information. 
Tuesday, January 2,5 
OPENNESS IN ADOPTION information ight 
b~/ministry of social services in the Terrace I.A- 
brsry basement fxom 7 to 9 p.m. Contact Jackie or 
Sandy at 638-3527 for more information. 
MONDAYS 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE meets the 
2nd and 4th Monday of every month at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Elks Hall. Call 635-5121 for more info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxiliary meets 
the third Monday of each month in the board 
room at 8 p.m. Everyone iswelcome. 
ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA ,support 
group m&~ at i p.m. on t~e ;thSt Mondby'6f the 
~" [nonths at-the-Terraoe Men.~l Hea!th ~nize+: Cell 
• 638-3325' for more.'.~fo. 
THE ARTHRITIS SOCIETY has an informa- 
tion drop-in the third Monday of each month at 
the Happy Gang Centre from 1:30 to 3 p.m. 
TUESDAYS 
LIVING WITH CANCER support group Of the 
Canadian Cancer Society for patients, family and 
~ends, meets at the Women's Resource Centre 
the first and third Tuesday of each month at 7:30 
p.m. Call 638.3325 or 638-0296 for more in- 
formation. 
T & K SINGLES meet every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
for coffee night at Mr. Mike's. Events through 
November with T & K:Slngles wilYbe: Nee.13 
- -  Games night at 8 p.m.; Nov. 19 -.=- Dessert 
Nlte at the Hq~hern at 8 p.m.;,~Iov. 21 ~,  Hotspr- 
ings 1:30 p.m.; Nov. 27 ~ Xmas party dine and 
dance at 7 p.m.; Nov. 28 - -  Ski hill 1:30 p.m. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS invite boys 
and girls ages 8-12 to come sing along on 'I'ues- 
days from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. a t  the Skeeua Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 for info. 
RELAPSE PREVENTION group meets Tues- 
day evenings from 7 to 9 p.m. Call 638-8117 for 
further information. 
THE SPCA meets on the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre at 7:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY QUILTERS meetevery 
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the sewing+~mgm at 
Skeena Junior Secondary School. Beginne~ and 
more,-, experienced quilters welcome, Call :635-. 
2230 for more information. 
HUFF AND PUFF Asthma Group holds its+ 
monthly meeting the third Wednesday of each 
month at,the •Women's Resource Centre on Park :r
Ave. from ~/+to 9 p.m. " -. 
I.ADIES KERMODEIL IONS club meets.at the 
Inn of the West. Call Karen at 638-0707 for tim~ ' 
and more info. 
SOCIAL CREDIT WOMEN'S A ~ Y ,  
meet he second Wedn~day of~ch month. New- 
comers welcome. Cal~Mary at 635-2577 or. Lil- 
llan at 635.5888 for moreinf0. 
. , +:' : :  "+ ~. .. 
NARCOSES :+>ANOS'nUOUS 
"Steps tO Recovery" i~neeisat 7 p.m2 every Wed.- 
nesday at the Kermode Frten~hip Centre+. " . . 
THURSDAYS: " +' "". " ;" 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE ,CLUB meets the 
second and fourth Thursday of every month. They, 
get started Oct. 14 at the Lcgtot~ Call Pat at 635- 
2537 or Ethel'at 635-5046 for more info. 
OVERF.ATERS ANONYMOUS meet+ every 
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the Women's Resource 
Cent re .  • " ' = '~ ~ "~ : :  
+ 
- . % , 
. + 
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1 Come break the ice 
,L ] , 
.+ 
.4 , J  
THAT'S RIGHT. It's that time of year when we all gather at 
Lakelse Lake to publicly certify who the craziest people in the 
Skeene Valley are, Last year seven brave souls - -  including 29- 
time polar bear swim veteran Steve Schmidt (above) - -  braved 
minus-20 degr(~e weather to leap through a hole in the foot-thick 
Ice. Organizers of the,3rd annual Kermodei Beer Swim may not 
even need to use chalnsaws to break the ice this Saturday. 
I 
r 
Some participants are collecting pledges in support of the Kins- 
men Kiddies Kamp. Participants meet first st Mt. Layton Hotspr- 
ings at noon on New Year's Day to register, then proceed to the 
Lakelse Lake picnic s!te just past Williams Creek where the ac- 
tual sw m takes place at 1 p.m. For more information, like how to 
avoid the men in, white coats afterwards, call Scott Linley at 635- 
7117 or Jim Mackenzie at 635-9201. 
FOUr them, life is a. lonely 
struggle in a host, le world 
By MARSHA LLOYD 
A 
S MANY OTHERS 
who have found 
themselves attending 
a memorial or a fu- 
neral I reflect on the value Of  
living. 
'As I listened to the family talk 
about their Jogs and their pain 
they were also t~lking about the 
losses t he.falnily memhei who 
had died hadexperieno~i. : : " 
He was a young man and he 
had schizophrenia. The stmggle 
t0-]ive with schizophrenia and to 
try. and reach his dreams and 
goals led:him to the decision to 
s!op !iving. None Of his family or 
thosewho knew him will :know 
exactly what led him to this deci- 
sion. 
What some-of us do know 
though, is that a high percentage 
of those individuals who are hard 
hit with schizophrenia do take 
their own lives. 
They are three times more like- 
ly tO commit suicide than the gen- 
oral population. 
When leaving the church my 
friend an I shared our thoughts. 
We live and work with individu- 
als who have schizophrenia. 
We have been privileged to be a 
part of their lives. On a daily 
:basis we ge t to talk and exchange 
greetings with people who strug- 
gle with illness ... but who are 
kind and sensitive to others. 
Most am lonely, live inp0verty 
and have had to put aside their 
dreams of health and the experi- 
ences of accomplishment through 
careers, families, relationships. 
They have been told to have 
faith in what the medical field•has 
to offer them, even though the 
medical field hasn't been that 
hopeful in the past. 
Many live in a world that has 
not allowed for many choices in 
their life and have had little con- 
trol over decision making on 
things that the majority of us take 
for granted. 
And yet, they remain caring, 
Around Town 
" Locals get their degrees 
SEVEN TERRACE Students have become graduates O f the University 
of Victoda 
They received their degrees at a Nov. 29 U Vic fall convocation 
ceremony. 
Robert Greenwood, Simon Hlgglnson, Margaret Martin, and 
Gerald'Sharples received tbejr n~ter of education degrees. 
LoUisa Gray received herbachelorof~irts. 
Denise H®ndryreceived her bachelor of education degree, 
,,Harold MeDfimes received his bachelor of social work degree, as 
did Maurlce:Squires, of Canyon Qty. 
BCTr student Alexemder Zlemlansld, of Terrace, was awarded a 
$375 B.C. Tel award at a Sl~,Cial ceremony Oct. 27. 
He  is studying robotics and autonmti0n technology there. 
 Sch ool concerts on television 
YOU CAN catch some school Christmas concerts this week on Cable 
10 television. 
December 29th f©atures Parkside School at 6:05 p.m., and Uplands 
Elementsryat 7:05 p.m, 
Vedtns S¢ heel is on Dec. 30th at 7:05 p.m. 
DeCember. 31st featur~Cassie Hall (6:05 p.m.), Kiti K'Shan (7:05 
p.m.), Centennial Christian (8:05 p.m.) 
sensitive and not bitter to tim 
world. Sometimes, like the young 
man recently, they quietly slip 
away from this world. 
I guess that is what struck me 
the most at tim memorial .. they 
just silcntiy slip away. 
My Mend and I tailed about 
how many funerals and 
memorials we had attended that 
were directly related to the illness 
of schizophrenia. 
We were saddened that it is a 
yearly event. I thought about 
those families and individuals 
that will be going through some- 
thing similar in the future. 
All deaths leave a great some of 
loss, when young people die and 
die due to lack of hope that things 
fan get better, it is a loss with 
confusion and often gsilL And 
then the death and its unknown 
masons slip quietly away too. 
This letter was prompted by 
that sad silence. 
Support and information •about 
schizophrenia ~ available. In Ter- 
race, we have had a support 
group for friends and family 
members for the last 8 years. 
It is open to anyone who wants 
to learn more about schizophrenia 
and manic depression. 
Our goal is to bring families to 
a greater understanding on how 
their family is affected and how 
the symptoms of the illness ef- 
fects the family. 
Like any family that is cffcctcd 
Cont'd Page B12 
B Among friends 
MABEL HOBENSCHIELD celebrated her 94th birthday 
Dec. 14 with all her friends at the Happy Gang Centre. Also 
on hand was her brother, Harvey Doll, who turned 97 a 
week later. She came to Terrace In 1948, after first 
homesteading at Woodcock, and lived where the court- 
house stands today, 
t t I t t  
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MU, C Starting Saturday, Jan. 1, 1994 • SISTER ACT 2" BACK IN TIIE HABIT 
TY  CENE ,, • 
Here are just a 
W H~T"S  i, ~ I ~roccoll&Chee~--: [ I',  
DRIV ING g ~ =  ,t ![ ~ ' , - ~ / i l i  Y O U  >,: ~---~ [ ,~aSm?edS.~nCmr I'~ 
~~~- .o -~. , . .  I! 
-~ Located in the All West ~ntre . e'/? s . . . . . . .  
• C . . ,  . with Whoopi Goldberg and James Cobum plays at 
ATCH-22 plays at G~gs  Pub until Dec. 31. 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. Jan. 1-6. Also starting Saturday 
is Robin Williams and Sally Field in MRS. 
• JACK O' CLUBS plays the Ladies' Auxil- DOUBTFIRE at 7 p.m. only, and A PERFECT 
liary New Year's Eve Dance at the Legion on Dec. WORLD, with Kevin Costner and Clint Eastwood 
31. at 9:15 p.m. only. 
• KARAOKE :NIGHT is every Tl~umday (9 
p.m. to,la.m.)andSunddy(Sp~m, to midni~t)at ET  I : E T E R A  
George s Pub in th6N0rthe~ 1rioter Inn, every Fri- 
day night (7 p.m to 1 a m.) at the Thornhill Neigh. 
bourhood Pub, arid every Sunday (8p;m. to mid. & IN THE WAKE OF DISCOVERY is the 
night) and Monday (10 p m:to 2 a.~i) at Ha~ show featured for the month of Janua~ at the Ter- 
-- . race Public Art Gallery. It.features photographs of 
Panky's in the Coast Inn of the West. the B.C. coast taken by Kitiinat photographer Mur- 
M e  < • rayMinchon on a six-month sea kayak expedition 
tracing the route of Captain George Vancouver. 
" :: ~ Galle~ hours are noon tO 3 p.m. Tuesday to Satur- 
• MRS. DOUBTFIRE plays at 7 and 9i15 p;m. day, and1 to 4 p.m. Sunday. 
Dec. 29-30. Also playing Until Thursday at the Til- ' " 
licum Twin Theatres is WE'RE BACK~ A Make the 'Scene/ Call 638-7283 or fax to 
DINOSAUR'S STORY (animated)at 7:15 p.m. 638-8432to add your event to the Standard's 
only and A PERFECT WORLD starring Kevin free entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 
Costner and Clint Eastwood at 9:30 p.m. only. p.m. Thttrsdayfor the following week's paper. 
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE 
The night before (. hristmas 
Contributed i stood up to see if the'driver was o~ay 
'1"was the night before Christmas and [ was up late He got oat of his car and T noticed his Sway 
My daughter still hadn't come home from her date 
//is eyes wereso red, and his vision was blurred 
When out of the night came a shattering scream He said he was sorry, with his voice ve.ry slurred 
I jumped up with fright, spilling coffee and cream . .  
He came back from the bar, bringing in a holiday 
I ran to the window, as fast as I could cheer 
Seeing a car Out in front with a body on the hood It was obvious to me he had too many beers 
I reached for my blanket, not wasting arty time Just twenty-five cents, and a one mim~te call 
I ran out the door, when I heard a faint whine Ataxi would have come, saving hell from us all 
As[ approached closer; still Shaking With ~dght :~. - But he was too careless, not using his head 
I saw myp00r~baby, Godplease be alright , . ' :. An~inow in my arms, my p0or daughter lay dead 
Join Our 
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'(( 
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,t ?~.i , , " ; ( !  i- <'-- 
I 
Mexican Lasagna : '  
Broccoli & C~ees  R  
rurk~/Lmagr~ 
Spin~h L~agne. ?'- 
NEW 
S HOURS i 
',losed at 7:00 pm 
ay -Closed 
Year's Party at GiGi's 
at 7:00 pm 
, I - Closed 
TERRACE NN 
YEA R ' S EVE 
At GiGi's Pub 
_ocal CATCH 22 
E3and (Appearing Dec. 20 - 1st) 
Dec. 31st Open until 3:00 am 
$5.00 at the Door, 
(first come. flint served) 
*Warm up with a . . . .  
bow1 of chili at Midnight 
The management and ~ 
staff at the Terrace Inn 
wish everyone a Mer ry .  
Christmas and a Happy 
New Year 
635-6630 
. "  . , ,  • . 
. . . ,  . 
: ' .  : ' . . . '~ . ' : "  .~.. 
4551 Greig Ave:, Terrace;:BC 
;;:ih: : : . . . . . . .  
:. Essential Fash ion ,  
; :, :: i:2,,,i 
• " . . : , ' b ; - ' . .  " 
I NG WIgEK  I 
SALE 
~ :i"~Whfle Kelly and-Lisa are away, ::: ,,~;:::: 
rf lyn ing ' " : "  ~'~ " and Tamara are clear s tock  at ~:" , ,  @. ' . ' ;  " '  " 2 
5% BB' -  , - -1"0% 
Ends. Friday,/rDec. 31 at  5:30 
. . . .  : - ,  " - : ,  ' : i . " / ' ' ' )  
. . . . .  .:.~ 
: . .  2- : ? .  , , . . ,  
r ,  
2.', 
+,~ ;5! 
: !  
47111D Keith 635-3729 
4613 Lakelse Ave., 638-1773 
ore the i: Coast .~-Of the  
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;~ As the sands run out on 1993, another year of victors and 
HIGHLIGHTS '93 
~; vanqtdshe4 record breakers and heartbreakers is about o be 
added to the history of athletic endeavour in Terrace. 
:i i January 
local d taeh- 
ment rink curled its way to a 
berth in the police provincial 
championships. It was the sixth 
~,~"~ff#'~Bllfk%:"had taken the north- Y. 
~: west zone title. 
}~ ALLEY ACES Lou Null' and 
!?i: Larry Lopmhlnsky were in 
!'~ strtld~g~ form at the CBC trials 
bo~16ff,'~..diboking themselves a
~)) triI~:~the'(~BCpr°vincials'~":-' 
~; ROBEI~'I~I: DOANE came back 
'~ from Iris'flint ~p to the Canadian i~ 
National' boxing ehampioashlps 
February 
i'! BLUEBACK swimmers picked 
:,!.up the pace to record six 'AAA' 
and 10 'AA' qualifying times at a 
i\ Kitimat meet..., 
~ THERE WERE medals galore for 
~:', loeai~*fi~re skaters at the Kla 
i~ Ho~ .-.Ya-meet in Prince Rupert: 
31 i~.~ll;.including "14 golds~ 
s,~ ~' ~ "~; ~'" : 
~.: TERI~CE'S Jujitsu contingent 
" was vietorions at the Northern 
ii B,C. Winter, &ames in Qunsnel, 
~. accounting f6r nine Of the 23 
~-~ medals Wo~by local atheletes. 
,,.,;March 
with a bronze medal, Terrace 
clubmate Joey Losler made it 
two golden years in a row in his 
division.. 
ARNIE PELLETIER was 
named rookie of the year at the 
Northmen rugby club's awards 
dinner. Most improved went to 
Ben Soueie while Ernle Dnsdale 
picked up MVP honoars. 
AN EXTRA END win booked 
Debble Carruther's rink a trip to 
the Senior Ladies provincial curl- 
ing championship. 
Terrace Peaks gymnasts won 
six medals . and swimmers pmv- 
bided five more. 
HOMETOWN hopes Ron Mur- 
phy and Fred Martens came 
through in the Legion Bonspiel, 
winning 'B' and 'C' events. 
WRESTLERS Greg Buck and 
Parminder Atwai ran up 4-0 
records in winning gold at a 
Smithers Invitational meet. Buck 
was also. named outstanding 
wrestler trophy: 
Milhomens sunk a two-pointer 19, landed a four-year hockey 
, ,~__~ .O~.~.,~n~.l~fi tO glee the scholarship to Comell University. 
';.'~ Kermodes boys b~ketb;li team-- ........... .c ..... - .................... 
" the zone title. 
THE NISGA'A senior girls bas- 
ketball team made school history 
! by becoming the first to qualify 
:~ 'i' for.: : ..a provincial• ehamplonahip. 
~" LUGERS enjoyed success at the 
', B.C. Winter Games, Angela 
Rloux and Gyll Robertson glid- 
ingto gold. 
~I6~ 'gold came from David 
Pereversoff and Joe Sippel in 
i wheelchair basketball as local 




~!' "DALE WALKER's quartet 
T showed no mercy agatnst 
!~ i Haiierty of Prince George, crnis- 
:~ ing to, an 11-1 triumph in the 
' ' ' hal ,~., Loggers BonsplelA event fi .
." 
' THE LOCAL Jujitsu club took no 
fewer than 12 of the 15 golds up 
i~f0r grabs at its annual tourna- 
~. ment. 
-i ~ THE TERRACE Totem Ford 
~' Idide.~ w,¢re named most sports- 
i~: ma~i t~ '~ at  the provinclnl 
4 
; ,~  : , ,7 :  ~ , : '  " -  .~:~ ,~,: . . . .  
:]; LOC~"4BOWTt,ERS be=me the 
first, team to take the Northwest 
:~' Open aggregate itle four years in 
a row. 
• ~. c inus  ~ESK'x '  had a solid 
:~ Terrace Badminton Open, claim- 
ing runner-up spot in men's 
singles and teaming with Dave 
Munro to take the doubles title. 
~TI-IE NORTHMEN opened their 
i rugby season by shrugging off the 
Prince George:Gnats 27-12. 
!:"TI'IE BLU~BACKS' won their 
i'" first regional meet of the season, 
i tl edging out P r~ Rupert at the 
Copporslde InvitatiomL 
i:: i KALUM KILLERS sent the 
!i~ =SMnls marching out, winning the 
;~i ~nd nnnuat OPOV t~oor hock- 
~'i' eY tournament. ' 
i~, i~ quartet overpowered, clubmate 
yam= to take top spot in 
':!!(~the,,/Terrace Totem Mixed 
THE TERRACE Totem Ford 
Midget Pep hockey team won the 
zone playoffs, knocking off 
Kitimat and Vanderhoof. 
• BLUEBACKS Almee Peacock, 
Tori MacKenzie, Audrey Erb, 
Garth Coxford and Tristan 
Brown were medallisls at their 
respective B.C championships. 
ALL SEASONS clipped 
Norm's Auto 4-1 to win the 
Recreational hockey division 
playoff title. 
Below, some of the many shining moments which brightened 
these pages over the first six months of '93. See next week's 
Standard for the wrap up on what proved a year to 
remember for many local sports individuals and teams. 
F..N~UelAeTIC~LH shouting, encouragement Christina Elkiv~ put just as~m.ueh~:energy into 
pab, oiih0ifl~ltd~.b~./f0r MoAIpihe in the Squirts, division Silver Cup girls s0flb~[.~nai; Herteam 
s ta~a ~ebaek  Inthe late innings but"couldn tquite catch Co:op, golng down :~ 7:16. " i .  : 
MINOR HOCKEY Week gave the youngest players (top laft) a 
chance at game-style action; (top dght) black belts Wayne Pai- 
ahlcky and Shane Wilson put on a.skills e~lbltion during the 
Terrace Jujitsu .toumament; (above) Celedonla KermodN take 
the zone title in the dying seconds; and (left) Lelf Thomson ill ac- 
tion at the Northwest Open where the Terrace teem set a grl¢ 
May 
A GOLD in floor for Trlan 
Matens highlighted a strong Ter- 
race Peaks performance at the 
provincial 'B' championships. 
SWI Iv I~G AS a member of 
the B.C. boys ii-12 years medley 
relay team at the Edmonton I ter- 
national, Gurth Coxford helped 
the squad bring home bronze. 
BOXERS Joe}, Losler and Dnr* 
ren Bell won their divisions in 
the B.C. Golden Gloves. Logier 
was named the touruament's best 
intermediate fighter. 
CALEDONIA ATHLETE Lori 
Buteau won all five of her events 
June 
RICHARD KRIEGL swept 
Kitimat's Alex Kotat 6-3, 6-3 to 
win the Terrace Open men's 
singles and take over #1 ranking 
in the northwest. 
STOCK CAR faro had reason to 
cheer when Ernle Perldns and 
]]rent MeCarron both broke the 
track record in their classes. 
SUE SIMPSON successfully de- 
fended her Kermodei Classic 
10kin women's title. 
Richard Harrison of Smithers 
took the men's event missing the 
record by just 28 seconds. 
KEVIN ANDOLFATrO carved 
his way to a gold and a sliver at 
the B.C, Junior Provincial long 
course swim champlonshlps. 
at the Irack, and field zonea to 
qualify for the B.C. high school 
championships. 
LOCAL I~OR baseball pro.. 
duct Gary Peden, 1~ was named 
B.C.'s Young Umpire of the 
Year. 
TIlE NORTHIVlEN'S hop= of a 
perfect season vanished ,when 
Prince Rupert shut hem out 174), 
only the second Terrace loss in 
three years. 
~7~-tEELCHAIR RACER Paul 
Clark took time out fzom a Hol- 
land holiday to wi ,  the Utrecht 
Mm-athoa " " 
A FIVE-RUN ex- 
plosion and:shut-out pitching 
over the last ,two ~ frames gave 
Coast Inn of the West the title in 
the Senior Babe Ruth tournament. 
REBOUNDING with a ven- 
geance, the Northmen oblltemted 
Prince Rupert 40-0. 
SOLID SILVBR Cup per. 
formances Immlated to tourna- 
ment wins for Iocel teams Coop 
('Mites) and Norm's Auto (Squlm 
'A'). 
LOCAL R ~  Klm Bar- 
rlere end Sue Slmpmn claimed 
top spot in the women's 5 end 
10km races respectively at th= 
Alcan Open in Kitimat. 
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Sports Debt repayment overdue 
Menu scratch winds that blow 
listen to the stories 
TODAY but what you know you know 
Basketball ~ 
CALEDONIA Homecoming  And knowing is enough ~ .~  
tournament round robin gets for mountains such as these 
underway at 10 a.m., last game where nothing long remains 
at 8 p.m. houses, walls or trees. 
Curling Leonard Cohen . . . .  
FAMILY BONSPIEL con- 
tinucs at the curling rink, ~ I-I~K OF your land, your house your 
wraps up tomorrow evening. I possessions. Think about the ideas, 
beliefs that shape the way you act, B~'l'~i=il=liilL'~l'-'l~'telil=li= 
THURSDAY)DEC.30 the positions you hold and the ROB BROWN 
Basketball thoughts you think. 
CALEDONIA Homecoming Think about your ancestors and the culture that Two weeks later, officials fi'om the aluminum 
tournament final, 7 p.m. springs from the soil they ploughed. Picture the empire and federal government met with the 
Playoffs for seeend and third at schools where your children learn, the Cheslatta to negotiate surrender of their home 
3p.m. and 5p.m. playgrounds where they play and the places you land. 
work to sustain yourself and your loved ones. After a two-day meeting, they left with docu- 
FRIDAY~ JAN. 7 Imagine you are comfortable in your environ- ments supposedly signed by the leaders of the 
Swimming ment and, save for the uncomfortable twists and Cheslatta. 
BLUEBACKS host three-day turns we all experience in this thing called Life, Papers signed with Xs, 92 Xs, and none crude 
regional training camp con- events move harmoniously, crosses of men who had never held a pen, but 
ducted by, Commonwealth There is every reason to believe they will con- refined crosses igned by one man with an edu- 
Games medallist Graham tinue to do so. cated hand. 
Smith. But one day you get the feeling something isnot With this, the Cheslatta became refugees in 
spinning the way it ought to spin. Dark clouds their own land. 
FRIDAY, .JAN. 14 form foreboding shapes, then begin to slide over Many spent im rest of the winter in tents. Many 
Basketball the distantmountains, got sick, some died. Winter over, survivors 
CALEDONIA KERMODES returned home to recover some of their belong- 
host North Delta, teams play ings to find their homes bamed to the ground. 
again Saturday, Jan. 15. At the Cheslate cemetery, bgnes, Originaily the Cheslatta were paid only one- 
crosses and even a skull have washed up tenth the compensation the whites of Ootsa Lake 
FRIDAY~ JAN. 28 on the lake shore, received. 
Curling Only recently has Marvin Charlie managed to 
LEGION BONSPIEL gets un- lever $6 million from Ottawa for the criminal acts 
derway, finals set for Sunday. done to his people. 
Open to all. To register, phone Some men show up. 635-5583. They say you will have to move, move quickly. Three years ago the Cheslatta began retmmng to 
There will be a great flood, they tell you. Whom what remains of their traditional lands, but the in- 
' there is land now, there will soon be only water, dignities continue. 
TERRACE BADMINTON And you have no Arl~ Though it promised not to, Alcan continues to 
club plays every Tuesday and Everything you hold dear-- homes, traditions, flood the graveyards of the Cheslatla. Not even 
Thursday evening at 8-10 p.m., culture, foundations of your self-esteem -- will be abuse.the ancestors of that people are immune f~om 
every Sunday 7:30.9:30 p.m. gone. . . At' the Cheslate cemetery, bones, crosses and 
at Thomhill Jr. Secondary " You are told you will have to start anew some- 
school. For information, con- where else, severed from the land of your for- even a skull have washed up'on the lake shore. 
" I f  we, as a band, did this to the white people, 
tact Diane at 635.3564. bearers, chased then oat of'their homes, then destroyed The men say you are in the way of someone 
DUPLICATE BRIDGE club else's concept of progress, their homes and graveyards, we'd be locked up," 
says chief Charlie. 
meets 7:15 p.m. every Wed- What wouid you do? "Ourland, ourhomes, ourtraplines, ourculture 
nesday night at Caledonia Sr. How wouid you feel? and fives were sacrificed, all for the sake of 
Secondary. Vicky (638-8418) If you've stretched your imagination, you will 
for more information: feel the confusion, terror, anxiety and anger of the aluminum profits," he pleads. 
Cheslatta people. Now the Cheslatta re taking steps to pull their 
FUN MIXED DART " This is what happened to them 40 years ago. culture back together, black clouds are forming 
LEAGUE plays 8 p.m.. Wed- -. Then, -Alean representatives negotiated ex- once again. 
nesday nightS.at the Legion. 
No need to slgn up, just drop _ 
in. Newcomers welco@~,;,~r..~.[ 
. • ,~  .....,..,...;.....:,....,~. ~ '~,~ y 
at 6 ;...... ;, ;"::""I 
ADULT NOON ~ur.~y'[ 
goes. every Monday, Wednes- I 
day. and Friday; .11"45 am.t0 1 
p.~ First 20 players 0nly ~d;  
l9'~;e~minimumage.i~ "::. .". ,. 
every:Tliursday night, 8 p.n~ at ~. 
~eI.egion. NeW ~nemhers a l . . .  - ---':~ 
ways welcome'redtop in. " "~ ~ j 
To 'get 'an event on to the 
Sports MenU, bring the details 
into the offiee at 4647 Lazelle 
A~,e,',: phone Malcolm at :638, 
7283 or fax them to 638-8432. 
To make next week's paper, 




A ~-IREE POINT 'week may [ 
ha~;e' assured All Seasons of a 
1 Merry Christmas, but there's till no guarantee of a !-Iappy New Year. . . * ' The recreational hockey league 
ledders went into the week before 
the breal~ just two clear0f Preci- 
sion Bnildcrs. 
• A 3-3 tie with Skeene Hotel and 
narrow/: ~wili' '0,~er;Norm's Auto 
. ~mbi~e~ pi~s"the Builders tie- 
loss l~'~'(~ari.~e:-.dll~wi~. All  
Seasons to double thelr~igin. 
Precision, however, still have a 
game in hand on the leaders. 
The Precision loss was a %0 
blowout at the hands of then cel- 
lar dwellers Back Eddy. 
Back Eddy followed up by ' 
edging Skeuna 4-3 to move out of 
the-basement., and- draw ,,within 
Just a point :of the'second placed 
Builders,.: • ,:, ,: . . . . .  :, .. .. 
":With. ali,-six, teams crammed 
into :a seven!point spread,~-AU 
Seasons know it'll be no easy 
task staying, ahead nf the pa¢l~ 
In the Oldtimers division, the 
race is Just as"close,, with teams 
taking turns atop the table. 
A 3-2'decision over then lead, 
era :Riverside 'Auto gave:Convoy 
Supply a brief taste of Hfe at the 
top;" " "-'- "~'"" '~ ' "" " " 
But they quickly dropped two'.~= 
straight, the second a 6.4 loss to 
TerraCe: Tlmbermea which sent 
the T imhermen tO thefront,:,,. ~ 
Alth0u~ij.~t a potntclear,, the'~,, 
• Tlmb~rmen~.'llaVe ,a: ~:tl~e ,'game ;i:: 
cushion over ~nv0y. :: :~""~ :' 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
Location: Terrace Public Library Meeting Room 
Date: Monday, January 24, 1994 
Time: 7 - 9 pm 
Open to Everyone/ 
TERRA CE~ 
The City of Terrace will pick up discarded 




Please place your tree out with your refuse on 
your scheduled collection day, during the week of 
January 4 - 10, 1994. 
If you take your tree to the City Landfill site, 
please follo w the attendant's directions. 
Thank you, and Season's Greetingsl 
City of Terrace 
propdalions with white settlers at Ootsa Lake. . Kemano 1T will dry up Cheslatta Lake and pose 
But there were no net, otiations with theChesistt~ a serious threat to the fisheries in the Upper Fraser 
. T~,=,,,~,~:  r~,~,-Tm~nt oE ~-.~,~',-/A~o*,~ aul wate~e~,+.~ . . . . .  ; 
.... !~:; . .i.~:!:..:.>:;:.:::~.~-. ...... : '~ ",~ ' ::"::"!:.::'~::::-~ ' .~ . . . . . .  :: ........... ! ......... ~";".ISe :"  i "a:::::::i~'":'~::i:~i::. 
,. uvt ,o  u=,~ ' J , ' c r '~ , : .T  ' ' " " . . . .  " ' d :" 
• urra ; Clleslatta and" Ootsa Lakes was process put t6gether by a government that shoul 
, flood M y, " ' " ° " 'e r  ' ' " 
built ' " . : Know o~u .,,, = ; ,., : ' 
• I twasA d13,1952, ":"" " ' " . ,  They are owed that, don't you think? . . . . .  P ' ~: ';: : . . . . : . . 
~- .  n i m  ~ ~ " n n , , ,~.,'  
i l  . . . . . . .  " . ;  . . . . . .  '~ - " ,  " : " 11  ! ~  
Northern Horse Supply Ltd. 
WHERE WESTERNERS GO 
FOR 
WESTERN WEAR 
AND MEN'S  AND LADLES cLOTHES 
WEEKDAYS NOON TO SIX SATU R DAYS TEN TO SiX 
THE 
THANK YOU II PERFECT 
Terrace's  permanent  Emergency She l ter  is now 
open. At thts t ime I would llke.to express my sincere 
thanks  and  apprec ia t ion  to the  fo l lowing 
indiv iduals ,  vo lunteers  and  organizat ions who 
helped to set up  and operate the temporary shelter 
last winter: This led to the creation of  a permanent  
facility for our community.- 
Gerry K~.g Sarah Spring- ' Tonee Sabine 
Lefla Burton Stump Alex Wesley 
Bill Anderson (Williams Lake) Mlchelle'Dlgnard 
• Dr. Da~d Te~ Ste~ Phy~ Cor~eld 
Bowering Fern stewart Bruce Bystrbm 
.Goxy Roper Ernle W~er  Marsha Lloyd 
Linda Meyera Gle'i~ Grieve Te~ TJernstrom 
Trlna Brooks Angle Burton Barb Wllson 
Bu'rt Rogers Lori Colllnson Connie 
Carol Sabo Deirdre McEwan Delamarque. 
Tony Wlls0n Mary Brown Sndth 
JUstin Briand Jane Henderson '• Sadie Parnell 
' Sam & Linda Bernadette Derrick Brown 
Baca Southsind Neff Tamour 
Maxwell Stewart Carol Leadbeater ~ Glen Pacahlckle 
DuneanMurdoeh Arthur Thom Danielle Burton 
D~el  Hong.Ross ~r~ Stanley ~m~r ly  Green 
Sonny Wilson Deanna Dahl Darlene Galinaa 
Ron Pratt Joe Mandur Shanna McMfllan 
(Fort Nelson) Earl McLean Jacqule Guldbaek 
Erica Kaysser Paula Critchley Oscar Lind 
Marfl~ McLean Donna ~er  David H~z~que 
, Randy. . .  ,Wils°n Haze l  Cret ien  
Students: Dylan Fowler, Allle Lacey, Candlce 
Harper, Donella Rundell, Blanche Burkett,  
and Patrick Sims. 
The mo/'e t~m 100 participants 
of the Logo Contest. 
Terrace ~.  Jeff S~an lc  C~ 
Poverty Group and ~edonM ~Ject  Literacy - 
Society School Heather Bellamy 
O.U.P .E .  S ~  Dee ~ters  CBC - P~ee 
House Of Totem ~eas Rupe~ - Karen 
Axgwlndaskw Jeans North Tankard 
B,C. Hydro Klsplox Band Northern Native 
' Sa~r~ Hear t  Council BmadcasUng 
"Parish Kerm~e Terrace Standard 
~ean Smelters ~ends~p Stuff'n' Such 
~men's  Centre Shames Mountain 
• R~ourCe centre ' Terrace Shopping Pizza Hut 
~ Qulltere " Centre You 'n' Me Baby 
Group T ~  Co.op The Royal Bank 





Do you have one turn that is 
always easier than the other? 
If so, you may have trouble 
transferlng weight from one 
ski to the other from turn to 
turn. 
Imagine holding a heavy 
piece of luggage in you hand 
on the outside of the turn. As 
I I  
.... • BY:*:TiM FOSTER " 
Director Of Skier Services 
Shames Mountain Ski Corp. 
Now rise slightly and move 
the luggage to the other 
hand, angle the shoulders, 
transfer the weight and finish 
the turn. 
To get a good feel, try 
traversing across a slope with 
your shoulders angled down 
the slope and your weight 
transferred to the outside ski. 
Next try this in bigger rounder 
turns and the progress to 
smaller shorter turns. 
This will require practice to 
perfect but will help improve 
your balance in all types of 
turns and terrain, 
you go into  the turn, angle : . .  
your shoulders toward the  4b 
outside of the turn. 'This will *•. • .~V j , ,  • 
then lower the luggagei' iii" S H I&t~ESyd[SK IER ~ ~ 
allowing• you to transfer all;of MOUI [~r~MIN ~ D I !~LOPMlU~T 
your weight to the outside o f  !~  ~I~IMI ' i ' ID I~ • 
the ski, Keep this feeling. I r  . . . . . . .  
through to the endof thetum; 
THE MOUNTAIN MASTERS 
sham~ Mo'tmtain Sial Racing Club = 
S, ponsored By: The  ShamesMounta in  Skier Development Centre " 
Are you interested inlhaving some funl Begl~ing December lath the Shames Mountain Mast eTa will begi] |
training. The program consists of race h~inidgland ski improvement sessions from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p,m,e,/ery 
Saturday. Include d in the~ actions are Gate ~aining in all disciplines and Video ana!ysls With indwndus ! feed 
ba~k. This is a great way to have some fun, meet new people and improve your ski racing technique's. 
During this years ki season there area number of Races in the region to look forward to, so You can start 
training early to prepare. The masters will meet on these dates. 
December 18 January 1 February 5 ' ':' ' ~.:Mar~h i2~ . . . . .  
December 25 January 8 February 12 , : : '  ........ !~ :/ 
January 15 ~ . 
January 22 . . . . . . . .  ~. ..... .~ ....... 
3anuary29 . . . . . .  , .:' , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The pin,am will be coa~ed by tal/]:l,~lGn~d~hi~ F0s~; boih 
certified by the Canadian Ski iC~aCh~!Fed~afion~i~and~adi~,:Ski 
=~.MF~ Instructors Alliance. ~ ~:-':'-":' : 
The prog~m is available to all parallel skiers from the age of 17 yearn MOUN' N and up .  - :  ;"'~ ~' ': ;" :~ ';~:.-':, 
The cost of the p_mgram IS $65.00for the: entire season. You 'era 
Of f i ce  635-3773 re~, t~t  o¢~e~':~J~r'~jnd out mor~ abo~i "it by calling Shsnu, 
~ "  J ~ ' r ~  ; r ' ; " >:~ Mountain at 6M,3773 ~t lmp bY our,office at 4544 La~l~ Avenue. :- ' 
• • 





i, N MANY sports, 
problems with the 
playing surface 
and equipment 
only cause minor irritation. 
I But in curling, the strategy of 
the game is determined by the 
types of shots that are possible 
on the particular sheet of ice, 
and with given stones. 
In the early part of the game 
it is important o "see" as 
much of the sheet as possible. 
Whenever possible, a skip 
should call leads and seconds 
using different urns and ice, 
watching how the stones react 
each time. 
Draws should be called with 
the skip standing on the teeline 
so he can mentally "mark" 
each stop. 
And all information on how 
the rocks curl should be 
memorized for future use. 
The difficult spots in the ice 
-, runs and falls -- can be 
caused either by the amount of 
play in that area, or byplayers'  
shoes and brooms. 
Thus, it is possible to 
estimate where problems might 
occur. 
Often the centre line has runs 
(low spots ~ng the length 
of the ice)on'either side of it 
owing to the numerous .times 
players' shoes slide up and 
down during both delivery and 
sweeping .. . .  ' 
13ecal~e::the sides of the 
sheet See:'less use, they often 
st~ ' froslie~.,giving .~roe~;f~a,~ 
tel l e l f~o  ~'~ill, or al'teasf run 
: DealingS:with ~these spots in 
th~ ice becomes easier with 
:~  c skipping experience. 
'.i:L.~:me;'beginntng of the 
~ime, I avoid eai~g shots that 
must curl across the .centre 
ili~ ~;jmt.!n case there are runs 
ii~ ~.to tlae line,' 
:'~:~l~iieraUy, until you see a 
:f~v) Sleets, call more ice for 
draws moving towards the 
sides thanthe centre. 
( riC¢::},ou .find where the ice 
$11O inOSt curl, place guards 
to i'tlaat, side so come around 
~Ws are possible. 
] the ice is straight, play 
to, ~ just short of the rings 
and~raise then in later, or go 
f6~ ait-and,rolls behind cover. 
!~<:~:' : ,  . . . . . . .  
:~!..~e xtra ocgrce O f difficulty 
csmeS from inconsistencies 
::. Stones that have pitted run- 
i~g s=~aces .~  not r~ the 
same as I~rfeet rocks. 
l'layers can check stones be- 
fOie.:'a game begins (time and 
10i ill"club ~ rules permitting) to 
6nsure: each player gets a 
'bit isblepair of rocks,. 
To  match stones, take a pair 
and dcan::~e bottom surfaces. 
Pia~:themone in front of the 
0tiLer and .start to push them 
gently down the ice holding 
one :in leach and. 
: Give them a gentle push 
a~ y!fiom you, ensuring they 
an together when pushed, so 
::th( ,' !t"~n. ' about 15 feet down 
~{l~t ~h~'ofthe ice. 
~ i :~ey:  separate from each 
odier;:! ~:the rocks win require 
diffcmilt amounts of push from 
'th~!liack during delivery and 
~not ,  therefore, a perfect 
pad-. 
~!: Keep taking other stones un- 
~;,tilth-¢:pa~, stay close together 
: i~n  p~hed. 
!~'::EWni~ough the Stones are 
:~t~;  ~' any" player can 
~w ~y"two r, t0h= and me 
i!~leight stones can be m-arranged 








MEN'S  RECREATIONAL LEAGUES 
Recreational Division 
December 11. 
Skeena Hotel 3 All Seasons 3 
Coast Inn of the West 7 Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 
December 12 
Back Eddy Pub 7 Precision Builders 0 
December 14 
Coast Inn of the West 5 : Precision Builders 5 
All Seasons : 7 Norm's Auto Refinishing 6 
December 16 
Back Eddy Pub : 4 Skeena Hotel 3 
TEAM : ,CP : W L T GF GAIrrS 
All Seasons 20 ' 11 7 2 116 97 24 
Precision Bulldurs 19 8 7 4 97 86 20 
SkcenaHotel 19 9 9 1 107 106 19 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 19 8 9 2 109 103 18 
BackEddyPub 19 8 .9 2. 87 105 18 
Coast Inn of the West 20 7 10 3 95 114 17 
Oldtimers Division 
December 8 
Terrace Timbermen 5 Northern Motor Inn Oldes 3 
Convoy Supply 3 Riverside Wranglers 2 
December 12 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 5 Convoy Supply 1 
December 15 
Terrace Timbermen 6 Convoy Supply 4 
TEAM GP W L T GF GAlrES 
Terrace Timhermen 17 10 7 0 79 ' 6i 20 
Convoy Supply 20 8 9 3 69 73 19 
Riverside Auto Wranglem18 8 8 2 77 77 18 
Northern Motor Inn Okiesl9 7 9 3 73 89 17 
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LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
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:= Youth Soccer 
Terrace Figure 
Skating 
15  Sk. Valley 
Runners 













Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo 1st Saturday of Every Month 
T.V.  MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
' q l  
 lg,l I IT'.V I I t  
Terrace Credit Cards. 
• Sorry, no 
4647 Lakelse Avenue 
*Restaurant, tobacco & other lease depts, not Included. 
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R E A L  E S T A T E  
I I Ilii I I ...... II 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6361 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
I I ~ Registered Trademarks of Century 21 R~ Estate ~r~n Used Under Ucense" 
i iii 
: '~"~,+~f-.~.:~'.'~: , :  ~ .~,? . i  ~ ; . _  . - : .  ' ~ .: ~ J  
• :::.,~'~,..~:,:,  ::',!!~'I~ ~ ~ !~., 
N ' % i 
~ ~ ~ ~ x  '-:. .' , " ~ '~ " 
N ~  
• ~ ~; ;~ 
Beautiful 3 bedroom split level home on 1/2 acre lot. 
Features: Kitchen: New even]thing, oak cabinets by R. Price and Sons. Master Suite: Has sauna and 3 pc. ensuite. Family 
Room/Den: Has large bay window. Shop: 24'X24' fully insulated, heated, 9 ft. high door, and 220 volt electrical. Yard: .49 acres 
fenced and landscaped with over 60 ornamental cedar trees, various fruit trees and a large garden area. Also: Smoke house, 
storage shed, cold storage room and sundeck. 
This homewen't last long priced to sell at $111,900 
Call Dennis Lissimore 635-6361 or at home 638-8093 for more information. 
~/~/  all of us to \\ ~ . 
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~ .  !-Al~ached 20 x 20 garage 
V- 4 bedrooms . ~ 1 ~  
Reduce • #20 4832 ~lzelle MLS $49 320 Sockeye Creek MLS $156,5~ ' e ~9,000 |- 4 IX:, re.in bath (~w!tub) 33-1~ Queensway MLS $25~ 
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widereSearChcommunityand prOVie ucationnCe- I I 4837 McConnell Ave EXC 21.38B9 Muller MLS ~;19~000 W" I-~rge yard padialy fencedE"1 bl0ckfrom Ui)lands Scho~ I II 4611 Morris MLS I ;224,000 
4389 Queensway MLS S27,900 
Darci Ave (Off I~ver lid) 
MLS $179,000 
4710 Tuck MLS $g4~0 
i ~ ~  
2703 S. Eby MLS ~;99,900 
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WEINMASTER HOME DESIGN 
SPECIAL FEATU RES: 
~. floor plan is designed to Capture view to " 
the.rear of the home. .... : ~ • 
~,, formal living room and dining room flow • 
from • large foyer with open staircase. . 
, i  spaciousness.is.increased by open X" r m:" "" " "  ~" " ' 
design of family room, kitchen and 
breakfast nook. 
~, family room, living room and master 
bedroom feature direct access 
tosundeck. 
, I  .master bedroom boasts elegant ensulte i ~ 
including a large dressing • roomwith 
double vanities and jetted bath, walk-in -: ..... , 
• :closet and separate privacy area : :  .~ •,.~.: . 
,~;', ~ , :out basement plan. " ' ~ 
!~i:::: :' WALK OUT BASEMEN" 
: :~.~ 
~i  TOTAL:  1882 SO. FT. (174.7M 2) 
:':i ~: :WIDTH:  66'0" (20,1 M) 
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40'4 x 1o's. ROOM 
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Plans Available ThrOUgh 
:Oott;¢eater 
.. DEPTH:.. 47'O" (14.3 M) ,:,: ,.: 635-6273 
. . . .  : " . : . .  ' . " : • ~ . 
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WATERFRONT HOME JACKPINE FLAT ESTA1ES 
- looOsq,~. .hot tub 
• double garage • boathouse 
• .71 ~e 
C=llJim 
:: OmLO .= 
Thb ~34 ~cms In town with subdivi ..o,~on 
: =: l~Ibl l l t~ makes it ~ 
: I p=~m, Call sh=u~ for de~, 
. II $115,900 Exclusive 
[ 
': LAKEI.SE LAKE 
: Unique, prk, m waterfront home 
JOClLhld on Nat S~O Of ~ e  Lske, 
Home Is year round msldence 
offers 137~,sq, ft., two bedrooms, den 
; #m Sl)eCt=¢dlr lake view, 21 x 36 
cwpod w~ wo~hep, SIt~ed on .el 
a~lm. For more In fo~ on th~ 
Country IMng on 2,17 acres, 3 bedroom 
bu~alow with comblnnd kitchen 
dldng ~¢ Im~dry room, oil he~t, eke, 
hot water, on se~,c with well, Property 
ts her ckmmd In rice fund emttlng on 
Okl I.akelse I.=ke Drive lust rdnutu 
from towr~ Call John to view..~ldn9 
$98,800 MI.S . . 
UNIQUE HOME 
1068 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home In i quh~ 
=u~4z In~omHII, Call Sh~unce for more 
Inforrr=6on, $89,000 MI~ 
CLEAR ACREAGE 
1.98 ~cre¢ Cleared ~xl within dty 
limit. C~ Ted 635~e19. L~ed 
~,OOO MLS 
yard Is nicely landscaped w~ .veral 
d~c~ md ~oo ~h ~ tub, C-~ 
Gordl~ Olson for your ~0polntmaa to
view. Exolml~ at ~;224,g00 
LAKESHORE ACREAGE 
Located on l~urn I .~  9 acres of 
v=,m~-~d, A,,p~c 7oo e.~ 
lak~hom frontage, Ideal for ones 
dremn borneor can be used for a 
sun)mr nm~. ~ av'~table, For 
Irdo, give m t c~l. /~klng 
$34,900 MI 3 • 
I II 
LEVEL BUILDING LOT 
67x I31 fully ~rviced, on ixmM =dreeL 
$21,900 ~ D~nnls 638.8093 MLS 
• i ~ 





Locked In the. Hom~hoe, ~l= 
malnta]md, 1080 KI, ft. home n W be 
lust what you've been fook~ for, 
4 bedroorn~i 11/2 bChs, N/S f l re~, .  
68 x '132~ and=Ingle corpoa rouno 
this fine packa~je, For more I~,  
call ~ /~k lng  $113,900 MLS , 
QUICK POSSESSION 
1973 12' x 68' Estate mobile home. 




94 X 130 fully lel~4ced, m l~Wed 
¢nm $24 9oo eck CI¢ Dnk  ¢~- 
8093k!..5,, " "  i. :.:;" : " 
1 iDL /~I )  P ' . .~SE 
Lz r~ h&~e on.'41 =n~ W.  
bmms~'2 tlrepkWlo,.81~reoms, " 
2 Ixdhe, A=klng $134,900 MLS, Cal 
Derlnl1638.8OO3, 
_~_ .  t I 
GREAT VAUJE 
2 bedroom, 2 b=~ mobile. I .~  
=dditl~ w~h fzmlly room, fttd~, 
,,tov~, wMhor & dn/er Included./~ldr~ 
$24,900 M.S call Dwv~ 638.8093 
I I I I I  
• Shaunce Krutsselbrink 
6~8-6~82 
ABOUT IT, TM 
2 LARGE DUPLEX LOTS INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Ted Garner 
636.6616 
AtncUve 2 bedroom, full basement 
home with ,, 2 bedroom suite located tn 
a pdme: I ~  on • qdet, no th'u 
¢m¢: Cidl, Gordle Obon for more 
~ P~dat  $I09,9OO MLS 
REDUCEDI REDUCEDI 
REDUCEDI 
~w~)mmly 2800 sq, tt, 5 bay shop 
10 e. doom, (2) 12 foot doors, 
Omm ~ offce, stom~ amd parts 
rooms and ¢tached 4 bedroom living 
quartero. Located on 2.73 acres, Owner 
.e/s s~l Cal; John to vlew. Open to 
offem. Reduced to $128,000 MLS 
John Nagy 
635-9312 
GOOD STARTER HOME & 
SHOP 
Cozy 2 bedroom home located on 75 x 
100 fenced lot, Large open kitchen and 
living room. Double detached garage 
with 9 ft. ceiling ideal for the 
haMyrnan Priced at $79900 MLS. 




THINKING OF BUILDING?, 
Check out this 2 lots in a quiet area on 
tho bench, Esch lot is 80' x 100' and has 
w~r  end sewer to the property, 
Cell Shaunce for more Information, 
$27,500 eeck Exclmlve, 
i 
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i CTION D 
' 5. FOR SALE MISC. 5. FOR SALE MISC. 
ACTION AD RATES SHORT BOX CANOPY for Chev. pickup. MANURE FOR SALE $10.00/]oad, yo, 
Excellent condition. New $1200, asking pickup635.9230. 
638 SAVE Huge savings, waxehouse pridng cabinets 1 1525. by Kitchen Craft of Canada. 3566 Massey 
10" HEAVY DUTY table saw 1 hp, one Dr. Pdnce George 561.2240. Fax 561- 
DEADL INE:  FR IDAY 5 P.M.  year old, $450. Also 3 wheel band saw 2250. 
with 6" disk sander, $180. Or all for $550. 
Classified and Classified Display Call 635-4551. 
ADVERTISING DEADUNES: When a ,tat holiday falls on a Saturday, CANON CAMCORDE, includes' Look What's 
accessories a,d carrying case. E,C, $.F~O, 
Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thuisday at 5 p.m. for all display and Canon E67 camcorder, lights, accessories New at 
classified ads. and carrying case. G.C. $300. Panasonic 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLEAVE., TERRACE, B.C.V8G1S8 microwave Genius, rotating turntable 
All classified and classified isplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or Mastercard. $100. Electxo~lc table Donkey Kong game 
When phoning in ads please have your Visa or Mssterca,'d number ready. $50, 638-8474, 
20 words (first Insertion) $5,62 plus 13¢ for additional words, *(Additional Insa~ons) $3,68 JENNINGS ELECTRIC WHEEL CHAIR' 
plus 10¢ for addltional words. $12.00 for 3 weeks (nctexceeding 20 words, non-commerdaJ), 
pdceslndude7%G.S.T. Birthdw and Annlversa~y $21.40 up to 3 col. lnch(addit~onallnches ; joy stick control, c~/2-12v batteries & 
cha~ger $2500. Bulk oil/fluid dispensing r 
st $8.89 each). Classified Display $8.89 per Inch (.635¢ per line), station conds~ng of 8.55 gal steel drums 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! on lO It. stall, viewing gauges, hoses, 
and dispensing valves, electric transfer I~/'~/'~/'~¢~ I ~ I " ~ II I 
1. Real Estate 12. MOtorcycles 24. Notices pump & tir~r, $650 obo.; 4 ft. AT snow 
2.MoblleHom, 1,.$nowrnobiles 25. Business Gourmet........, 
3, ForRent  14.Bosts&Marlne Opportunities mounting brackets 60" bucket $1950.; ~ lk '  D L A N  D,~ I~ l~I  
4, W=edto Rent 15. Machlnsry 26. Per=o~s New 5-7 &Bft, 3 point hitch blades $275 Sauces and o~0,o ~u~uu.  
5. For Sale Misc, , . .16.FatmProduce 27,Announcements a,d up.Owmrs and smvice manuals for .. CANADA LTO 
7. For Rent Mlsc.' ,"l&BuslnsssSetvlces 2g. lnMemodam etc , .2on~,~, ,~,~, , , , ' o r , " "~ '~.  An asto NORTHLAND. COMMUNICAT IONS LTD.  
8. Cm for Sale. : !:49;Lost & Found 30. Ob~ui~. Again a new supply of new/used furniture, , ' /~ .11  . Autotel Rental 
9, Trucks for Sa]e ' 20;Pets&L~stock 31.A~tJonSa]es appliances, tools, gifts. S,I.T. NEW & . "  
lO. Aircraft -21, Hrp wanted 32. Legal Notkes USED Viewmount Rd. Smithers, B.C. Ph. The Yellow Gift House • Marine Security 
11. Recre~tlonsl . 22. Careers 33. Travel 847.2519, faX 847-2519.; Our wish is that .. 
VeNd. .' 2&WorkW~ed you may experience the peace ofsilent on Hwy 16 .~i._~v, • Home Automation/Security 
n~ht and t~e ioY of goodwil toward men V No. 4 -. 5002 Pohle 638-0261 • ~ I~ The Yellow 
The Terrace Sta."xlard relePml the right tO this Christmas Season and through the / [~  \ !~  Gift House | . ,, 
dll l l fy ld l  under appropdate headlngl and to 
let ,a t .  therefore and to dltm~ne page 3. FOR RENT new year. ~ Stoelwinder's, , ~,~_...- ~ ~ on Hwy 16 
Iocagort. 
ThE Terrace Standard remind= advertberl BEDROll DUPLEX suite. Fddge, FORGET.ME-NOTS ANTIQUES AND 
~t , . ,~ .s .n r=~ prov~,,HumanR,gh=~ 1 ~ ~~-~ When you gotta' have it; We'll deliverlitl to discriminate on the basle of children, ma,'ltal stove, carpeted. In town. No pets. 635. GIFTS. BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS, . . 
Mat',' and employment when placing TOt Rent" FURNITURE,hND ACCESSORIES. ~ ,~: . .~ '  , ' . . . .  ,~,,.. . . . . . . . . .  _,_ ' " ads. Landlordl can ,tote a no-lacking 5464. ,~  Senlorl ~--~..-; ~: ,.  : ~ m~,, ,~."  ;,~ I 
preference. OPEN TUESDAY - SUNDAY FROM NOW 638 1808 [~TDIzcount,~.. ~':.~ .... ~ " "~ '~\  l~"~'~; J  
"me Terrace S'~ndard mer~ee the ,t,ht to HOUSTON HOUSE for lent spacious UNTIL CHRISTMAS, HWY 16, ENDAKO. ~,~_N,~ ~ " : "  ' " 
revlM, I~11~ dalslfy or laJent a~y adverta, ement 
IlndtoretalnanyanaweredlmctedtoffleNewe thine bedroom 2 1/2 baths with full 699-8812. 
Box Reply Se~vk:e, and to rep~y the su=tomet 'baseme,t . Available immediately, '1, ; ~ l . l m r l n ~ r ' ~  . . . .  1:1 the ,,,,, pe~ ~o, the .~..~.,m,.t =d be, 6; WANTED MISC. 
, terra[ rofer(Hice requlr~1638-1424, 
Cardboard  " " "  up withln lO days of expW of enadverlblment SIDE BY SIDE 3.BEDROOM DUPLEX. LOOKING FOR USED HIGH chair in I ~ , ~ , ~ . -  ; a ~ f . . . ~ n ~ ~ ¢ ~  .m ~ e..oy,.  ~e .  ,~,,-~ ~or~ sm Fridge/stove0 dishwasher. Located in excellent ~ondition, at a reasonable price. "received. Those an-wedng Box Number= am "Our expediting service will save your company money" 
roqueeted not tO lend sdginaJ documenbrto upper Thornhill. $750/month plus $350 Cail 635.6350 (leave message on 
avoid lois. ,,,.,m.o,...--.--..,.,. ,o .= ;  o, Boxes  machine). CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
recelwd by the publllher within 30 d~y~ alter the 635-6995. • ,tp~a=.uor, . • WANTED: one pair of skis 170-185's. . = 
It II agreed ~ the salver, bar requesting 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, Quiet, clean, 
Ipacethatthollab,lttyofthe Tm'~ceSta,~=dln FOR SALE ~o.  condition. Reasonable price. 635- 
th~ event of fsgmeto publish an ~:dvedisernont securi~ enlmrce. On site management. 2562. 
el publllhed shell be limited to ~ amount pa~l ~.~vem,er ,or en~ one ,r<o.ec¢,~,e,~n ' Downtown local. Sorry, no pets, Call (~e)  
, , , , , , ,~o , ,  . , , , , , , , , , , o , ,~ ,  ,~ ,=.  10 for N~,=- 50  WANTED USED PlANOingoed rendition COZY CO£J 'qER 
by the Iflco,ed ot omitted Item only. and U-.at m therelhallbenollabllltylnanyeventgmotor 3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES for grandchildren. Phone 635-7158 or 635- . ~  
~ smou~.,.' ~o, urhedva~. fealurlng 1150-I~00 =1, ~. plu~ en~.t, Terrace Standard 2913. Ask for ereg. " FIREPLACE 
j 
' IF YOU ARE BUYIN6 or selling children's 
baths, plk'ate yard, carlx~t and satailto 4647 Laze l le  Avenue.  furniture, check with the Product Safety ' SPECIALTIES LTD. 
1. REAL ESTATE .. vnouao,. Pho~S,~-~t~l. Terrace, B.C. Bra~ of cor~,mer ~ CorSe ~s  
BY OWNER .well maintained 150o sq. ~ _ Canada (604) 666.5003 toensureit meets R~al & Barb LaFrance 
horns situatsd on 3 town lots fully OFRCESPACEFORRENT.,..'~ ! i ~ ~  ~ . o ~ l  OO OO ~,0~=~,  ~dscaped fenced yard, detached garage, ~B ~ al ~. t, S~.ff~ty 8tsndm .de., ~  s~q~ ofi non.~,: | ~,, i ,~'!,;~ ~; 3756 Riye~lgd~ei, ~.';,,.~ 
3 bedroom, RSF furnace, located close to , ' a violation of" | 635 ,6477 ' 
the Hazardous Products Act. 
552 Sq, tt, seco,d ik)or. ~1 :funt but aboin : (604)  6: 
: .......... WANTED' [  
Ct.ASSIRED ADVERTISING WORKSI. " A 0 
You'mmadinglhisarenlyou?638-SAVE. ,.. . . . . .  ~. . . . .  . l MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
2. MOBILE HOMES , FOR ! SERVICES LTD.  i 
MOVE IN NOW. Brand new 14x70 3 Br. TErrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave, Terrace 
M.H. 2xS co~s~,  e.,oml~t~/.a up 481' 8 RENTnwy.  16 West  NW00D ~,~,o~,  MOUrv.ainvlew M.H. Park- in Sadthem,. u . . - .  JEANETTE S'CHULMEIG:TER 
$54,900. Call Russ 1-962-9797. rv  6ro.:s ptlqu.s 24 HOUR 
MOVE IN NOW. Brand new 14x702 Br. LOGS ~, monUmen"s Answe.rlng and pager service' /~  
M.H. 2x4 constluction. Completely set up TuraEe. Xitimat. Smit,ers 635-2444 '°"'" .... 
wilh full manufacturem wananty in Serv ice /L t .  ~,,ooERo, , .... ,,o,,oo 
Mountainviaw M.H. Park. In See,hem. ' I ndust r ia l  , , ,  
$49,900. Call Russ 1.962-9797.. 
MOVING, MUST SELLJ 1990 14X70 Bays' • small & large quantities 
. , 
n~lle home. 3 bedrooms, N/& waited " TO LS  EC 
c~,=~, se~=~= d~n~ng == ~=~e=, 8cOte 7200 sq. ft. • peeler & puLl> grades LOCK & KEY  
well kept Ixaller' corot In Thomhlll. " " I . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' 
Imn~liate possession avail $45,900 call 1 " by  the  t t *ucP Joad  . .... • CERTIFIED 
,=.14u. Ph  35-7459 ,OC~SM,mS 
1992 2 BEDROOM, 2 full baJhs, Vaulted one 6 • delivered to  K i f imat  . ~.~ Kalum Street, 
ceitlnglnivlngand lningroom.Nicdyset Progress ive  Ventures  • h ln  with -ucldng ~ Terrace, B.C. " 
up 0. w~n ~.~o~ ~ ~ng ~,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . e .  r 
638-0241 635.4949. : i' ~ I 
MOVINQ. MUSTSELL 12X683 bedroom 5. FOR SALE MISC.  arrangements • ' , - I TOLL FREE -- 1-800-661-2676 
mou~, home w~ ~xto =or~ shed and R~O COmROLLED ~RPL~E. 7~" 
5 appliances. Located o~ ~d In town. wingspan, As, re HoB. 60 K and S engine, For further information please contact: e • , 
SaQifice $16,000. OI30, 635-4713., very low hours. Phone after 6pro, 632- , ,.,,., . ,.. --. A I r~n Indust r ies  
t,,o.--ADoR.o~le, as,ng, - - ,  .... Ltd, . . . . .  " - I '~  ~ C, HTWOP ~/x ' 'A  ~*  ° $IO,OOO 635-4894. . SECURITY GUN SAFES at "w i~ :: " 
pdces.$16g.up. ,omsk, Frontier. New& .. " ..... (604) 739-2147 ;. :,: 
3, FOR RENT used, Tel/Fax 504-47ti for catalogues. E . " . ' :. , " • ' 
STORAGE/COMMERCIAL. ' BUSINESS & I S IX~. - " i " . .. CAODcostand/OrEstknatesManUalo teri IDra~ng Usts & Design ~ 
Space for rent. Approx. 1000 sq. ft., . ., 
reasonable rent. CailS3.=,-~53. ' " Can't  F ind That Special Home Plan? 
~,EDRO0~ m,U~ER FOR RE~,SoW 1~/1~ll~1r~11~l~T11~ (~ J? .TAWAV"  Let Us Put Your  Ideas On Paper 
, o , .C , ,~ , ,  $48 ,~  .,,., .L~ .,.. • , . . . . .= .   3673 Juniper - Terry Myhr 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT in . : Terrace, B.C. VeG 5E6 (604) 635-9129 
Horseshoe area. N/G heal, fireplace, ,00  ' " " II " II " 
$I,000.00 per month + deposit, N/8, No . . . .  .... 
P~. Ca, r~-~,,,~er~r*qoI~. PER ROOM/PER :I~T]['G]I]'T' 
FOR RENT1 BEDROOM SUITE, fully (Friday & Saturday, Standard Single, Double or lk~in) ~',. , 
• ,=, Victor P. H  ,wes, O.D pl~xm & hydro, $,595.00 per month, Phone Call ToUFree  ~ • 
635-3510o1'635-2803. : .., .-.,~..,~ ..~,-,~, ~,.~ . . . .  ' ., OPTOMETRIST 
WANTED, PERSON TO SHARE house in .~" (~Ue ' -OO.~' (~ ' .~  50  ' 
Tlxxnhlll, Call 635-1718, 8fret ~m, : , . 
ROOM FOR RENT. Coil 638.8293, . . . . .  :' : 
3 MONTH OLD t4X70 MOBILE HOME In #t. 4748 Lakelse Ave Appts 638-8055 " 
mobile home pad( dose to down town. 2x6 Terrace, BC ' Fax 638-8087 , 
construction, N/G heat. 3 bedrooms, 2 V8G 1R6 Modem 638-8697 
be~hroorm, flMge, stove, washer, :r " 
635-5510.dryer'dishwsshe~ $750.Indodes psd rent II II 
: I" " r /  ~ " I I ~ I 
e lace Summit Square I " " ' ' .p " 
AnAHm,'.nt..r_.....__.S ,Mirror?,,,. ,Wndows ' : ,Se~ Un~£-.,~ 
One/Two Bedroom Un i ts  . - ,~ I " . ' - "~.  ' " 
Q.,,et~,~,een ' ~,:',: .~:C S GLASS LTD~:  Racquetba l l  Cour ts  
Gymnlu l lum . ~,.:' ~ , / .  I / 3~20R~El~ek .  Ik  X "~'~" : , ,~_  
Cal l  Ray  Warner  Kit m~ 6,1r2,~I~, , rr (~  "" .... 
,Jn~ lllqh I~ l  IPm dln~ Atoll J~ ,  
2eo7 Peer  s t .  
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8, CARS FOR SALE 
1982 DODGE ARIES WAGON. Excellent 
condition, $1800,635.7761. 
1985 SUBARU 4 WD wagon with roof 
rack, new snow tires, well maln~ned, 
excellent condition. $4900,847.3671. 
1985 CADILLAC DE VIL.LE leaded, 
excellent condition/never winter driven/28 
mR] average, $9,000 firm. 635.1422 
evenings. 
1985 SUBAFiU GL 4 door - auto. Asking 
$3965.00 OBO. Call 63.5.6265. 
1965 HONDA V-45 Sabre. Uquid cooled. 
DOHC V4, 750 co 16,000km, well 
n'~ntalned. Inexcellent running condition. 
$1800, call 635.69O4. 
FOR SALE '85 CHEVETTE, 4.door auto, 
good running condition. 2 mounted 
studded tires, new cam shaft, new carlo. 
Phone 632.2¢54. 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1989 GMC 1/2 ton truck converted to N/G. 
Excellent condition, $15,000. Call 638. 
1972. 
1983 FORD RANGER.2.3 Urge, 2 wheel 
• drive. Rebuilt motor. Many new parts. 
Good running condition c~ studded winter 




• 1976 21' DODGE JAMBOREE motor 
home. I Ton chasls. Auto 360 3 spd. 
Sleeps 5. Serf contained. 14" coiour T.V. 
Interior reconditioned. Reupholstered. 
New ceiling, roof, tires, Yabama generator. 
$105(]0,1-692.3709 eve 1-692-7555. 
1976 AQUARIUS 19 1/2' motorhome on 
chev chassis. Low mileage, self contained. 
Sleeps 6. $950001.695.7627. 
13; SNOWMOBILES 
IS93 ARCTIC CAT 58O EXT" long track. :
Deluxe cover, ski skins, bumpor and more. 
Only 2.50 miles: Like new. $6400 obo. No 
[axes. 1990/~c Cat 440 Jag li(e new, 
579 miles; Cover, deats and more. $3800 
- obo. 635.1238. 
ARCTIC CAT PANTERA. 500 co G.R.C. 
. $750 ohe. Call 635-2279, 
14, BOATS & MARINE 
30 1/2 FT, BAYUNER Encounter, twin 
volvo pent°, fresh water cooled, 
diokensen's oil stove, shower, radar, 
trailer, $30,000 or wil consider trade for 
slurdnum boat with cabin call 635-48,94. 
I I  
15. MACHINERY 
I I  
2 DITCH WITCH power poc 50. 
Pipspusher, sub site computer monitor. 
Good investment opportunity. Only one in 
the north. 1.692.3423. 
BACKHOE FOR SALE. In reasonably 
good condition. $50o0 finn. 635.5755 
weekdays. Ask for Garry or 635.9530 
weekends. 
FORD 8N TRACTOR. Has 3 point hitch 
snowplow plus 4 other implements. Call 
635.7809. 
5 INCH FASCIA GUTTER MACHINE, An 
excellent investment for starting a 
business or expanding existing business 
with this much in demand eaveatrough 
$9500, Phone 1.765-1929. 
1981 INTERNATIONAL 4300 Cummins, 
400 Big Cam II, RTO 12515, 44,000 dits, 
non.spin rubber block, Brentwood log 
troiler& erctic dog logger. Certified to 
March/94. Phone 846-5213. 
1980 PRO'IT 40 Feller bunched denis 
head. Good shape. Lots of spare pads. 
Big house. Fire suppresslen, case. 504 B 
engine, $23000 1-692-7072 Bums Lake. 
1978 JD 770 GRADER. Rebuilt center 
pins and transmission. Arteulates, Good 
running shape. 847-3942. 
1989 668F CLARK-GRAPPLE skidder, 
g~ condition 4974 hrs. Front tires 70% 
rear 25%, c/w spare tire, chains on all 
wheels (9O°/,) asking Stucco. Call SgS- 
7353 alter Spin. 
220 VOLTS, 3 phase, all in one industrial 
Woodworking I~¢hine, planer, 16 1/2". 
Thickness planer 16 1/2' x 8 1/2'. Table 
saw - up to 14" blade. Shaper, 1 I/4" 
spindle mor~sing and teneaing. All 
a=ees=~ inc~dod. ~Z~49 (K~m~. 
16. FARM PRODUCE 
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality. No rain, 
$3,50 per bale 635-3380. 
ROLLED BARLEY or whole barley for sale 
and large round bales of alfalfa hay and 
grass mix hay. Phone 690.7431. 
14. BOATS & MARINE , HAY, ALL KINDS. Square bales. Some 
18'.16" WELDED ALUMINUM.,double second outting alfalfa, alfalfa brome.AlsoL, 
i:..!~'hulled:boat'witll cabin.NHF?1980 2CO:HP guard onkeys.. Cumming Ranch HighwayS: :'
;:Madner motor. Needs work. $7500 obo. 16W.S. Hazelton. 842-5316. 
Call 632-7057. 
16. FARM PRODUCE 
BARN STORED, square baled, quality hay 
$2- $3 a bale. Phone Amle 84(;-5827. 
i 
17. GARAGE SALES 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Advertise your garage sale in the 
Classifieds 638.SAVE. 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
MIND'S EYE DECORATING, want to 
update your decor? Need ideas? Phone 
635-3620, Eilsen Call°nan, Certified 
Interior Decorator. 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES, Snow 
clearing and removal, Backhoe, concrete 
breaker, pallet forks. Angel broom, auger, 
tracks, sweeper, 5ton Dump. 638.8638. 
COMPUTER OR MANUAL 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES, 8 years 
expodence, businesses conducted with 
stdctoet confidence. Wii also do Word 
Prouessbg and Mail Merge. Reliable 
service, reasonable rates. Call 638.1587. 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
& pads, We rebuild standard 
transmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends.~.Bel air automotive auto pars and 
service, 846.5101, Telkwa B.C. , 
ATIENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
pay high accounting fees for your book. 
keeping needs? For confidential,. 
professional b0o~eeplng service, Manual 
or Computer call 635-9592. 
I k NEW ME. ," ]1 
I discovered an easyway. I lost iS 
inches, weight, feel great and have I I  
tons of energy.Naturally. I i  
You can start oday by telephoning III 
Dianne Rowe 638-1349 JJ 
A&R 
Renovat ion  
and 
Const ruct ion  
20  YEARS 
Exper ience .  
CALL  
i 635 : : i~ ,78~ 
Affordable Security Products 
Crime deterrents for family and friends, 
homes, personal items and vehicles 
635-5238 
Bonnie Mickelow David Toop 
Your Independent Quorum Distributor 
CoasMi Jountain ~s. BUSINESS . . . . . . . . .  SERVICES 
Flight Centre 
* Aircraft Charter 
* Flight Seeing Trips 
* recreational and career training 
Start anytime and finish at 
your own pace 
* four seat aircraft for rent 
Ph: 635-1355 
~1) ) ) )  ))  ) )  , )  ,,>)>,),>,)):))>))))))))),)~))))))))))))))4j 
,~ .g . ) ) ) ) ) , ) ) , )>) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )  , , ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) , ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )~  




,;~-.,~, /P'11 . °now removal ' 
I ' l l Dump Truck 
^ ^  l l ~ C a b l e  Plowing 
,~ Serving Your Flesidentiaiand 
j commemiai Needs ~x ~ p=t 
DRYTOP. 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 




Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Catl:Sie~ve~0638 
19. LOST & FOUND 
I I  I I I 
LOOKING FOR YELLOW LAB GOLDEN 
RETRIEVER CROSS. 8 ym. old. Lost on 
Pare Avenue. ff se£~ or found call 635. 
4993. 
LOST: BABY MOC~INS Nov. 12/93 in 
Skeena Mall. 635-9124, 
m~ni~ 
28t0. 
LOST -Child F'md Super Snack machk~. 
taken form Foundation T~, Saturday 
eve ing Deomter 4. Any infom~tion 
coleemlng this bss, contact Bob - 635- 
LOST ONE PAIR of snakeskin Python 
boots (s~ ~) e~o donk. jacket web tan 
leather collar in the summit square 
a~=tment me~ Call 635-2650. 
FOUND: one set of Toyota car keys and 
house keys downtown. 638-1887. 
REWARD. 1 year ago Noveml0er. Usk 
dump, ~ & mistakenly threw away 1 
small box c0etain~g video tapes with 
sentinemJ value. C, al1635.6655 iffound. 
THE CHANGING 90'S 
Are you 35+ and Unemployed? Do you want a 
different way to look for Work? 
Check out this new Program: 
*.Voluntary __  
• * Parl;icipant Conh'ol 
: * Changeable to YOUR neeas./ 
.. . . . . .  New ideas included • ' . .  : 
• ' ' Contact: , .... , - i " ~ 
;: : Larry . . . .  r " ~ ' Merr i l l  " ::! :i+::::::ii 
!: i~ Phone  635-7995 :+ + i
l r  - INTERCO~CT 
J ~  20~-41~0 I,.m~lll AW. Tltraceo B,O, VIO 11111 
Telephonee3S-Tg9S Fax 635-1516 
~New Opportunities Program 
Are you unemployed 
displaced, or a seasonal worker? 
Northwest Community College in conjunction With 
Canada Employment Centre is offering a 5 week 
training program in Terrace, scheduled to start on 
January 10, 1994/This program is designed to: 
• identify skills and interests 
• explore alternative career paths , 
set  personal and career goal s . . . .  , : .  
. . . .  become aware of training options i : 
• understand the labour market 
For yurther information, or to:apply; contact NWCC, 
Extension Services Department a 635'6511. 
• . • , . .  
• For Information On The 
TERRACE HOME BASED BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
Meetings Held On 3rd of Each Month • 
• Please Phone 635-9415 i i : 
I I I i : : 
Delivery available 
638-8624 -, 
. Complete House, Child 
& Pet Sitting Service 
4614 Davis Ave. 638.8648 
=,== 
To Place Your Ad In The 





Nutrition for Dogs & 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
~lldo finishing, renovations, install cabinets, patio, 
painting. ,Nso wig build furniture. 
Prefinished Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak. AveJlal~ b nstu~ and veal°us 
cotoum, (No sanding required) Size 3/4" x 2 1/2' or 3 1/4" 
CALL 635.62"n' (i~ve • ~ge)  
a 100% guaranteed moneyback Ir~estn~ent if not ~ttsfled, 
Local Authorized D[sldbutor, James Chicken Bones He.and, 
can be reachod at 538-8983 
"Thyfoodls ~hy med/dne and thy med/dne/s ~Y food.' God ~ 
_---- . ~  . ~-- -~__~ 
Qualifications: 
- minimum grade 12 or equivalent, prefer HSW certificate 
. ability to communicate effectively with youth 
- must be able to work flexible hours, evenings and 
weekends 
- must be able to be flexible and creative with duties: 
- knowledge of K]tselas culture 
- experience with working with youth 
- friendly, approachable personality . . , . 
- abstinence from alcohol and drugs '. 
- successful applicant must submit to acdminal record. 
check ~ ~ 
knowledge of alcohol and drug use I=:  ~ 
- REFERENCES REQUIRED 
Please submit your resume to:. KltselM Band 
:4562 Queen,sway Ddve 
Te,ace, BO . . . . .  
V8G 3X6 
OR F~X'rO 
I I I I I I  
s3s.s~3s , i, i 
--- , ~ - ' ~  =_ . _ ____ ,~,  
Open Tuesday :Sa~J,day 
394S Sende Avenue 
ay Appoint~ent ~ly 635-41 4:3 
GIANT 
ENTERPRISES 
We cere about your potl 
YOU WORK  .s ur, u 
for the budget conscious consumer , °c~ SMOKED SAUSAGES HA 
I[ 1Marena's Order by Mail. Service LIKE A 
"'~1 Box 247, Queen Charlotte, BCVOT 1S0 ...Isn't i t  "~ L.~, " ' -CUSTOM SMOKING OF WILD GAME& FISH 
I~" .,~oC,~o~=ss,00(mmnd~o~') timeyou ~,.~',,'.~i'~. IL~P~--J 635-9324 L . .~  
P' FREE 48 Page Christmas uataJogue 
[~.-= *GIFTSER~C~*~SA*MASTmC.~p. , letthe ~p~ ~, -~.--.~o,,~5~5-~o,~11--~- ~ KITSELAS 
• ~ |SO l  KERR STREET, TERRACE.  B.C. V l  n 2K3 
I ~  dog work ~'~l,'It/ : ~ 2  BAND . . . . .  --...~--~---~_ - ,~_  - ~ ---.----~-~" 
for you? ~-  ~ '*  ............ - - ' - - - - " ' - - -~-~-"~'~~ 
. . . . . . .  ' COUNCIL !~=_-~- : ~. . : . " - ,~,~- ,~:  
t~; T Call Top Dog ,'" • .1~ LEA HER Ren#e's Gifts and Services 4562 Queensway Odve, Terracel BC VSG 3X6 
. .~ .~ +l.~t^v~T,,,=,~ CLINI,., 638-O811 ,, ~.. A1] ' t~eeOtBaaketaAz ld ' ]~ ' Tel: (604) 635-5084 .FAX (604) 635-5335 
I./:E~ ~' "  Phone:635.4551 . kL ,H¢ . "  Distributorships Available ~ To SuItAII Oc~mio~ 
,|~..." (1 hlndtheSkeenaHoeRhUnlt)  Temporary Half.Time Youth Worker 
I ~= w~ wm erov~, you weh ~ mindS, ~ ~ ~ ~ Affordable, Original & Personalized/ 
'1"/~=~, service. Product satlsf~ction guaranteed~ ~f f  
]~_ .  Ral~lr: hockey equ~pment. Leather goods: '~ .free • To P lace  YourAd  "Di - -scounts0nvolumeorders l~l  Wage: $12 perhour,  15 hours perweek  
.~.=,  ~=~1/"-"1~ IIWestemPUrses' luggage.J,,ckets..l~n, tS ;boots ,  shes an(= shoe oye.'W°~b°°ts'~J;lk~P~'nd,~f,=.?~ . = In The 0 ~.3~ Box 363, Terrace, V8G 4Bi ~ I From: January 24 - April 22, 1994 
Closing Date: January 14, 1994 
,~_..-~-_-'- -  =~.. " =-= ~- --~ .-:~.:-.: -..~-~ Based Bumness I ~~~-- - -~- - - - ,~- - -  ~_~~ • ~ ' - -  ~ .  _c_-' ..__-- ~'. . . .  Duties: 
/~- -= ; ~'" " - .... ~ ^^"' List II1' "Let's give our all |o a b'ue frlend" our body." - to lialson between youth and KItselas Social Services 
- to provide counselling to teens . . . .  
~-~ll~ Cowhcks Country Salon r ,  Phone638-7283 ~ I Puroo~cfood./Ugaoharvestedwtldtomafr~hwater . to work with youth and parents 
"L=:=II I1~' "n,,~c~ ~ ~ I I lake high ln the cascade moull~ns, free from all po~ -to ' ,  
~1~ I l l  cornp~ot~ F~rnlly Hair Care • I. I to work cooperatively with inter-agency and other staff 
I I chaml~ em,zem and Ug ~ ~m~or~ E=eptloml heeJth provide a supportive role for teens 
r,....l'J~ *EarPlerc!ng *Waxing ~ I I~~l i="mm===~=m=~ andene@J f°°d,whtchglvesex~aenergy'Aw°~h~rhylx°duct' " , ~ ' : 
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20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
ADD NEW UFE TO THE SEASON with 
oldest recognized breed; Norwegian Elk 
Hound puppies; bred to hunt/born to 
please, providing protective 
companionship 846.5526. 
WANTED CKC REGISTERED male Boxer 
suitabto for breeding purposes, Prefer 
fawn and white. Call 635.7462. 
Jersey milk COW, $400. Call 638.0633, 
PUREBRED black lab pups. First shots. 
Ready to go. $350, registered. Quesnel 
249-5767, 
SIAMESE KITTENS and older cats. 
Beautiful colour and dispesitiOned. Ceil 
mornings 692-3722. 
' :.: ~,. ~.., ~ :~,  .... 
.. ~ i : ~ ; ,  ..: :~. F~ '~;~ .. 
:, ;. i~•: ,~~~~~! ,e~ • 
FIRESTAR SHELTIES 
Available for new homes. 
CKC Reg. Home raised, 
sable puppies, fully 
guaranteed, tattooed, 
dewormed and inoculated. 
Call after 6 pm. 
1 -842-5535 
21. HELP WANTED 
OWNER OPERATOR SKIDDER 
required for carop job. C.~1845.2974. 
LOGGING TRUCKS REQUIRED for the 
Brown Bear/Stowmt area. Contact Jeoff 
H~tvorsen at ~pine Cedar Products, 
Smithem. 047-5551 (Days) or 847-3750 
(evenings). 
EXPERIENCED LOG TRUCK DRIVER. 
Houston area. Please send resume to: 
Box 1390, Houston,B.C.VOJ lZ0. 
21. HELP WANTED 
EARN UP TO $346/WK to assemble 
Chdstrnas and holiday decorations, year 
round, at home, Work available across 
Canada. For more info, send a S,A.S,E, to' 
Magic Chdstmas 130 Sister SL Ste 750 
ext. 292 Ottawa, OntariO, K1P 6E2. 
WANT TO EARN Extra income? Full or 
part time, call 635-3O66. 
23. WORK WANTED 
BILL WARREN ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTING. Reasonable rates, no 
lob too small. Free estimates, 635-9784. 
LOOKING FOR A STEADY 
BABYSII"nNQ job in your home, Can give 
references ~ . Queensway atea please, 635- 
7585. 
RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE BABYSITTER 
who loves working with children looking for 
full time child to care for. Excellent 
references available. 635.7915. Have own 
transpodation. 
RESPONSIBLE, HONEST, hard working 
lady looking to do house denning. Men.. 
Fri. Please call (leave message on 
answering machine) 638.7954. 
WORK WANTED: I will work for any 
Terrace and area business. I am a tireless 
sales representative. I work 7 days a 
week; days and evenings. I will present 
your sa~es or service message to 18000 
potential customers every week. My past 
history proves I spend an average of 3 1/2 
days with each consumer inyour market. I 
am The Terrace Standard. Call me, ! will 
work for you, Standard Advertising 638. 
7283. 
;~:xz~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;i" 
t] Looking for . ~1 
'~ Ch,ld Care?  ~• 
H Skeena Child Care Support H 
F] Program can help you make ~]. 
I~ the right choice for your child. ~'~ 
~ :For information on choosing |~' 
~bare and available options, call~ . 
H Coco at 638-1113. [ ]  
~ A free ann/Ice provlded by the Tdrrace ~,~] 
~ Women's Resource Centre and fun¢led ~| 
I;~ by the Mislaid/of Womo~t equality. H CORER ~CHNICIAN. Toshiba dealer 
Haslten, immediate opening for fech. Will 
train the rlghtpereen. Top wages and 
bener~ I~. if yo. are hard working a.d 24. NOTICES 
looking for a future wlh a growing 
company, join Williams Lake's Top Office- JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES le there 
Equlpm~tCompeny. Resumesto: Kenar something about the Watchtower that 
Group Ph. 398-7532 Fax 388-7~7. " ~.,  ,m~,y0u u nepsy but den~ Imow what ~. ;, 
IS YOUR'NEW YEAR'S RESOWTI ON tq i':i b ?, ff so,, 'Y~, are: not. alone, phone 847-- _ 
have e second l~Or~e'or stad yourown' 5758 for reoorded message, 
budness? Call Willy, Avon Canada, 635- PRO.lIFE EDUCATION available to 
general public, videos; pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life bsues euch 
as obortion end euthamela. Student 
enquiries welcome, Call 635-3646. 
t :  
3810. 
PERSONAL UNES agent required for our 
Pdnce Rul~t office, minimum level 1. 
Contact Jocelan Wardell 1-624-9185. 
11-1E TERRACE ST/~DARD reminds 
advo~sem that ~e human fights oxle in 
Britbh Columbia forbids publication of any 
adve~sernsnt in connection with 
en~loyment which discriminates against 
emy person because of odgln, or requires 
job applicant to furnish any In f~ 
concemlng race, religion, celour, ancesW, 
place of odgin or political belief. Reader: 
In ads where 'male' Is rofened to, please 
read also as 'fem~e' and where temple Is 
used, read also as'mete'. 
I I 
~NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
f .~  HEALING CENTRE 
"Christ=as world healing meditation' 
7:30 no fee, everyone welcome 
including children, No experience 
needed. Refreshments after. Help us 
bring In the new year in light 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 I 
~ ~econd Year University Credit Science 
;ourse offerinas Janua~ 1994 
• Prereauisites a nnlv. 
Bio l~y2o l  ~ lnvertebnlte Zoology: 
sponges, worms, clams, starfishes and other animals witho~ 
backbones; course Includes field trips to pdnce Rupert to Identfly 
marine invertebrates. 
'Thurs. 12:30 - 3:30 pm 
Lab: Wed. 9:00 am - 12 noon '.: ~ ~ :~ ~' ;~:. 
Bio,og~ 004 •. va.o.,;r ",a.=: a ,=dy: ~ ~r~,;: ~!~=lfa~ d 
1lowering plants and their taxonomy, physiol0gy, i ~d  ecology; field 
Men, 7:0(}.;1.0:00 pm ::~ ~ ", i,~i '~,!:,;~ :; ~ 
Lab: Tues 7:00.10 O0 pm ., 
Biology 206-Cel l  Chemlshy: e~.  !n~t~0.,:0flthe bi0chemisW 
and metabolism of ~:ells and tleaues~ intere~og laboratory work. 
Tues. 8:30 - 11:30 am 
Lab: Wed. 1:O0- 4:00 pm • . 
Chemistry 231 - Organic " 
ChemisW lh st~dy of molecules contalnlng carbon; corequlalte for 
Biology 206. 
Men. 12:30.3:30 pm 
Lab: Fd. 1:00.4:00 pm 
GeograPhy 201 ,. Environmental , 
Climatol~t;:a hands.on look at local and microscale climate and 
the ~climetologlcel~featom that determine distribution of plants, 
anlmalb~ i~llution Impacts. 
Thura, 7:00 -10:00 pro 
Lab: T~d~. 9i00 m~ ';12 noon 
Fee: $106.80/per 3 credit course 
For More Information Call 
635,6511 ...... ~ " 
I I  
Want to be a Travel Agent? 
Marlin Travel school is offering a Travel Agent Course 
in Prince Rupert. The course is 5 months in duration 
with the last month being in Vancouver working at a 
Marlin Travel or Thomas Cook office. Air fare for 
Vancouver is included in the course fee. 
ONLY 2 SEATS AVAILABLE! 
Starts January 17th, 
For more information call Mark at,,. 
I 
24. NOTICES 24. NOTICES' ~ i~ ", 
Nirvana is a centre for creative change lhr0ugh 
classes, readings, healing, Provided inn warm 
loving atmosphere by qualified practitioners and 
teachers, Treat yourself or another f0r New 
Years by opening doors to a peaceful stateof 
mind, body and spirit, : :  
EVERYONE NEEDS A PA J~L  
Stay protected with the PAAL, Quorum's 
~ dP"~ Personal At~ck Alarm that blasts 103dB (rain.) 
when you simply pull the pin. Choose either 
\~'~=' the standard or sports model, Carry it to 
.,~.\~ school, the mall, the pad(, wherever you go. 
PAAL lets out a cry. for help whenever you 
need it. And only Quorum gives you that kind 
" Independent Distributor 
SecuringUfe: JOHN HEIGHINTON 
635-6183 




CAROL & EMILE MARCHAND 
propritors 
4706 SCOTr A~,n;J~UE, T~CE BRITISH COLUMBIA VSG 4H6 * 60t-635-7681 
~ *Heat  your home with this environmentally concious product. Pellets are made from waste sawdust & wood chips. " *No  conventional chimney iq 
,.requnred, t'i~esQItlng in mUc~"~16~vet 
installation costs. 
THE PELLET EMPORIUM 
. . •  . . . . .  • 
3037 River Drive 
Terrace, BC' 638-1 
NORTH COAST 
EQUIPMENT LTD. 
Specializing in Pads & Service 
for Caterpillar Equipment 
Phone Toll Free 1-800-266-1611 
Ph: (604) 635-1611 FAX (604) 635-1633 
5108 Keith Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 11(9 
Terrace Home Hardware 
4818 Highway 16 West Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1L6 
Telephone (604) 635-7335 
Fax (6041 635-7301 
EDMONDS COLOR 
LAZER COPYING 
4550 Grelg Ave., Terrace Ph: 638-8802 
* Full color lazer copies 2" x 2" to 11" x 17" 
* Enlargements and reductions and cropping 
* Transfers onto T-shirts, jackets, etc. 







ACinc .  
~ ~  Matemity & Infant Wear I 
* Casual * Professional 
* Ungerle * Infant Wear 
* Infant Accessories 
• 4613 Lazene Ave., 635-5606 
Doing Good Business Since 1981 
• Networking • S~es]Service " : 
• Consulting/Training • Software Supplies 
• Printers/Plotters • High End Product Support 
Fujitsu • Canon • NEC • Ma~ Products. 
Al 's  Computers  Inc. 
4734 Perk Avenue, Terrace, BCVSG lW2 [ ]  
• 635-1340 
ARE YOU STARTING 
A NEW BUSINESS? ; :  
Contact he Terrace Standard Ad Department before you open" 
*You can't afford to start without taking advantage of 
our new Business Services package speciaF 
Phone 638-7283 
Courtesy Travel 
638 8522 4718 A LazeHe Avenue 
m Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
(24 Hour Service) Fax (r~4)638-~562 ..
Changing the way you travel, 
Over 1000 Indeper~nlJy owned and opomtod locations woddwldo. 
@/~ licensed ~demarks o|Unlgiobe Travel 0 rt~'~na~ In c. 
• :: E ~ R Y  WEEKEND IT 'S  SOMETHING NEW!  CHECK 
. . . .  OUT OUR ONGOING WEEKEND PROMOTIONS 
• OPEN ? DAYS AWEEK UNTIL 11 P,M, NOW OPEN SUNDAYS AT 9 A,M,i 
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'VENT AND DUCT CLEANING equipment 
for sale. Pressure washer required, for 
more information phone 627.7848 or fax 
624-9883. 
6 CHAIR BEAUTY Salon with Wolfe 
tanning bed, downtown Smithers, serious 
SKATE SHARPENING BUSINESS in busy .~' 1 ~  Th h officers and staff 
location, Good investment. Low rent. 
Serious enquiries only. For more oft e ~errm~eR.C.M.P. 
information call 6354551, wzsh you.a, safe and 
WANTED MORTGAGE MONEY TO 
RENOVATE, upgrade rental houses, happy holiday season .  
private or commemlai lender, good return 
on your Investment. New year project, 
leave message or fax 635.7790. 
December Services inquiries only. 847.5872 leave message. 
THOENHILL Dec, 30 - Lesson & Carol DISTRIBUTORS WANTED. Manage your 26. PERSONALS 
Service, Thursday at 7 pm own business, Sell products with herbs an 
C O M M U N T T Y  (,o Wednesday evening vitamins. You will be independent and ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR a 
C] [ - - I~]{C~-T  Eucharist) manage your time schedule however you meaningful relationship, companionship, 
want. Get in touch with me, I'm s herbalite new friends, or that spatial person? We 
, operate a confidential Infroduction sen~ce 
Regular Sunday Services independent distributor. Call Brenda (604) for selective unattached adults. For more 
i Taw & Addb Bible Classes 9'30 begin again at 10 am 624.4180. information write to: Singles at He~, Box 
~ Sund~]fs Cool Club 9'30 January 2, 1994 EARN A STEADY INCOME. Part.time or 137, Maysville, B.C. Canada, VOB lZO or 
Sunday School begins again full-time; simple and easy; no experience Call (604) 4274378. 
January 9, 1994 required; we help train and support. Call 
for an appointment. Houston. 845-2370. WARM FI~IENDLY LADY in late 30's. 
~i~r~ "~K~'"~ ~' '~  "~ ' - T~~""~ HELP! URGENTLY NEEDED partner or Likes dancing, outdoors, quiet evenings, 
purchsser for assembling, organizing and . kids, Would like to meet warm, friendly 
~1~ YO operating. Fully equipt. 150 seat cap. man with same interests. Replyto Terrace 
a 1,1. Restaurant facility. Apply P.O. BOx 714, Standard Fie #67. 
~ lcTh  I '~Yo  .~  Terrace, B.C.V8G4BS. ANYONEWlTNESSINGTHE'INQDENT" 
1.1. SAWMILL MOUNTED on 45" highboy, 300 behind the Tenace Pizza Hut on Dec. 6 or 
Cummins, 3hunk carriage, hydraulic drive, 7 Involving damage to 1986 Blue Chev  Thank You  6" edger. Includes contract o cut Birch, Nova, please call 635-6595 days or leave 
Hardwood Lumber, Prince George, 963. messege at 635-3331, 
Sharon ~ 8150evenings. 
 For Caring .oYC.A 340 
' ily $ M.u h! $225 Join Our Global Faro " "~'" 0 C ~ow.e,. • ANDYUKON These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
COMMUNrrY and reach more than 3 million readers. 
NEWSPAPERS 
_ o - - A N . o .  .oo .o. 
: N ' ~ q 
' AUTO BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES EDUCATION KITCHEN CABINETS PLUMBING 
~ / ~  ENGINES rebuilt from $795. SHOE STORE going out of COUNSELLOR TRAINING CABINETS 112 PRICE. In To all those who spedfled, 
ENGINEremanufacturefrom buslness.Mustsellsatlndye- INSTITUTEofVancouvsrof- stock, countertops/vanltles purthssedorlnstalledECCO 
$995. 6 months to pay. 6 able shoes and purses. Com- ferscorrespondencecourses also. Kitchen Craft Factory Manufactured Products - 
Year t 2(],000warranty. Bond pleta dye Idt. Rxtures and for the certificate of Counsel- outlet. Cash and Carry Cabl- Thanks for buying B.C.In'93. 
Mechanical building engines stock, Call Dadene at 892- ling Studies to be.~ln on the net Warehouses °* 4278 Management and staff of 
AM- 2Worship Se~,ices for 28 years. 872-0641, 8-8, 9020. 15th of the monm. For a Lougheed, Burnaby 298- ECCO Manufacturing| 
9:.15 & 11:00 CORRECTION 7 days. BUSINERSPERSONALS brochure Phone Toll-free 1- 9277 "* 1868 Spell Rd,, Langley, B.C. 
Child care and Sunday School 
•rough grade three 
PM - Family Bible School 
6:,00 pm for all ages 
i .  " WEEKLY , 
Pioneer Clubs, Youth Ministries, Hon~ 
BII~ Studies & Ladles Time Out 
ALLIANCE C vHURCH 
,::''... 4923A~r : 
For more Information 
Phone 835-7727 or 635.7725 
n this week's "Boxing Day Sale" 
flyer, the following errors have 
occured: 
The $174.50 'Yorx" CD Audio 
~ystem featured on page 2 will 
not be available in all stores. 
The 'Buy 2 Get: 1 Free" offer 
from Electronic Aits, featured on 
page 6, should read 'choose 
from 5 titles" not 17 titles as 
We apologize for any:  
Inconvenience this may have 
caused, 
Kmart Canada Limited 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 
(TERRACE) 
FOR SALE BY SEALED BID 
One (1) only 1,948.58 square metre Elementary/Junior Secondary 
School located in Kitsault, B.C, 
The building consists of the following: 
6 each Classrooms 
1 each Industrial Education Shop c/w Diaffing,Room 
" • 1 e~hUbrary  
1 each Science Room c/w Preparation Room 
I each Home Economics Room 
" 1 each Gymnasium ". 
'Sealed" bids for all or several portions of the building will be 
¢0naidered; The highest o0; any bid will not necessarily be 
,=aptS. 
• rht I~ildlng(s) will be sold "AS IS, wHERE IS'. The District makes 
no representation as to the condition of the building. The purchaser 
II resp0n=dble for removal within seven (7) months of purchase and 
for site clean up and restoration. Any and all permits are the 
~ns lb i l i ty  of the pumhaser, 
' WRITTEN, SEALED BIDS Will be received until 12:00 o'clock noon 
Friday, January 14, 1994 at: 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 (TERRACE) . 
3211 Kenney Street 
" Terrace, BC 
• V8G 3E9 ' 
Att'n: Mr. B.D. Piersdorff, CMA 
, , . Sacra  .t?ry Treasurer 
"1 
~ ~ ~ , i"  ~ : : . :  Forest Llcence A16836 
Management Plan 
Notice Is hereby given that Bell Pole Co. Ltd. will make available 
for publ o viewing the proposed Management Plan for Forest 
Lkmnce Ai6636 located In the Kalum Forest District during the 
week of January 25 to 29, 1994. The Plan covers Chart I, the Little 
Oliver Creek drainage, Chart 2, within the Newton Creek drainage, 
Chart 3 at Salvus, and Chart 4 within the Exstew River drainage. 
The Plan will be available for viewing as follows: January 25, 26, 
27, 28, and 29, 1994, from 8:30 to 4:30 at the Bell Pole Co. Ltd. 
:~Ofl~e located at 5630 Highway 16 West, Terrace. Viewing of the 
: plato at other tlmee or other locations during January 25 to 29, 
1994 may be requested by contacting the ForesW Supervisor at 
• This Plan and accompanying maps are submitted every five years 
tblndloato the timber and non-timber esources within the planning 
I : I  It e l i  and the measures, spedficattons, and stendmds to which 
! .: B!tl Pole. CO. Ltd. will adhere for development and managemem 
I ~e i :The  Plan does not authorize harvesting but provides a 
I ' ,~ ,  .under w hlch a cuffing authority may later be issued by the 
[ MIi~try'of Forests. The Management Plan is reviewed by remvam 
I ~0 ~rce:agencles as well as the public before approval is 
I i.¢onlidered by the Ministry of Forests, If approved the Plan forrns 
t~l bails for Development Plans and Cutting Permit Applications 
the au=odt to i " 
:To~m ~:mideration written comments must be received prior 
~ F ~  14, 19940 Rease send comments'to the attention of 
the :~Supery l lo r ,  Bell Pole Co. Ltd,, P.O. Box 2B0, Terrace, 
:e ,¢ . :Vee~s.  T=~x~  (6o4) 633.~.es,  F~x (634) 633-~33.  
CANADA ENGINES LTD. 
Quality Guaranteed Rebuilds. 
6 Cyl from $995.- V8 from 
$1,095,6 yr. 120,000 Km lira- 
ited warranty. 580-1050 or 1- 
800-665-3570; 12345-114 
Ave. Surrey, BCAA Approved. 
F-250, 4X4's, Cummins Die; 
sel, Explorers, Ra0gers, 
Trucks. Up t%$tEQ0~ cashi~ 
rebate. 0' d"6~h~l~.~C. Pi~y:' 
meats from $189/month. 
Phone Grant collect 538- 
9778. Dealer #8367. 
AUTO HOT LINE-Free Serv- 
icel Looking for a used vehi- 
cle In B.0.? Call 1-800-567- 
5535 with year, make & model 
- we'll tell you which dealer 
has it, Instantiyl 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
DISTRIBUTORS WANTED 
for a full line of fresh frozen 
gourmet foods. This Is a 
unique opportunity o be part 
of the fastest growing busi- 
nesses in Canada, Informa- 
tion call Dave Ward (604)273- 
9493 Days. 
PHOTO FANTASY Packages 
By Mall. Spicy fun towarm up 
your winter.- for vree, no. 
hasselslnfowrlte: Karan; Box 
670-GB, Kelowna: B.C. V1Y 
7P4. Adults only please. 
COMPUTERS 
Over 11,000 I.B.M. compat- 
Ible programs, FREEcetatog 
oq disk. Special Inteductory 
offer:~for, first ~tli~bwers. 
"COLJGHLIN SOFTWARE, 
BOx 78036, Port Coquitlam, 
B.C, V3B 7H5. 
¢ONIEeT .- 
POETRY CONTEST$12,O00 
In prizes. Possible publica- 
tion. Send one original poem 
20 lines or less to: National 
Library of Poetry, Box 704- 
ND, Owings Mills, Md 21117. 
EDUCATION 
Train to be an Apartment/ 
Condominium Manager. Free 
Job placement assistance. 
Government Licensed corre- 
spondence course. 2,200 
graduatesworklng, For FREE 
brochure: R.M,T.I, 691-5456 
or 1-800-665-8339. 
800-665-7044. 
CHEF TRAINING Full-time. 
17 Week Diploma Programs 
offedng the best training In 
Cooking/Pastry & Desserts. 
Student loans and Job place- 
ment. DUBRUI/.LE FRENCH 
CULINARY SCHOOL, Van- 
couver (604)738-3155 or 1- 
800.667.7288 (In B.C.). 
': 'QABDENINGI  ' " " 
ONESTOP GF~EIC~Hd0S~" 
SHOP. B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hadley 
Ave., Burnaby, B.C. VEE 2R1. 
FREE BROCHURE. 
Aluminum/Glass orAluminum 
IPolycarbonata SDP, Double- 
walled Greenhouses, Solari- 
ums&complete IlneofGmen- 
house Accessories. Tel- 
. ephone (604)433-4220. FAX: 
433-1285~ 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Stem. 1,000's of Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
Drip Irrigation. Huge Book 
Selection. 80 Page, photo filled 
1992 catalogue $4. refund- 
able on order. Western Water 
Farms, #.103-20120 64th 
Ave. Langley, B.C. V3A 4P7. 
Kelowna 860-6638. "* 800 
Cloverdale, Victoria 389. 
1114. 
MOBILE HOMES 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT. 
Book now. Save thousands 
on your new manufactured 
h.ome (mobile/modular). Top 
' d61Iat;':~P'~tr~ ~ ~ ~l.~nyo .rte-; 
'%bt~l~n~'~l ,~ dfilts s~hllabfe:" 
Nobldhbnles (403)447-3414. 
BUY FACTORY DIRECT. 
SAVE THOUSANDS1 B.C.'s 
#1 selection of Manufactured 
Homes. Several pre-owned 
available. Call Rldgewood 
Homes for free Info (604)962- 
9114. 
PERSONAl. 
M.S, Oriental Dating Service 
Photo Magazine/addresses 
available with 500 lovely la- 
dies. Local/overseas for 
friendship/marriage. $50. for 
copy . 1212-510 W. Hast- 
Ings, Vancouver V6B 1L8. 
687-1759. 
8ERVICF.8 
WE TAKE THE FEAR OUT 
| OF ICBC. M~.jor 1OBC Injury_ 
claims. Joel A. Wener, ~lal 
lawyer for 25 yearS. Call 
1-800-665-1139. Contln- 
~'y fees. Simon, Waner & 
TRAVEL 
AUSTRAUNNEWZEALAND 
- Oct, Nov; Jan; Feb. 
AUKLAND $1,199 to $1,485. 
SYDNEY $1,289 to $1,599. 
Frequent flyers we book land. 
Call ANZA Travel 734-7725 
Toll free 1-800.6674329, 
VACATION SPOTS 
***CHRISTMAS IN WHIS- 
TLER'** Book Todaywhlle 
we still have room. Swim- 
ming IX)el, jstuzzi, & sauna. 
Sea to Sky Condo Rentals 1- 
800.667-5529. 
exce l lent  
add i t iona l  
t ime. 
opporzun ,w zo 
income in your  spare  
If you  or someone you  know is 
In teres ted ,  then  g ive  us  a cal l  
TODAY!  
maK~ 
I I= I  : i I~W_, IH I !  
STANDARD 
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Nutr i t ion is t ' s  adv ice:  
burn the diet reso lu t ions  
I T SEEMS TO BE the 
standard thing to do at 
this time of year: start 
jotting down a myriad 
of resolutions to improve your 
life, -- 
Given our cushy bellies follow- 
ing the holiday feasts, most 
resolution.makers choose dieting 
as one of those promises they 
make to themselves. 
Well, yo u may as well forget it. 
DIETING DOESN'T WORK. 
energy, nervousness, etc. 
There are more powerful forces 
at work here than iJ] simple w  1 
tt: power. 
A resolution to eat less is reall~ 
a promise of nothing more than 
guaranteed failure. 
What makes matters worse is 
that chronic dieting can lower 
your metabolic rate (making it 
easier to gain weight), cause 
mood swings and depression, and 
can chemically trigger excessive 
Eating is not something that thoughts about.., eatingll 
determination can easily control. Greatl Let's resolve to have a 
Think of all:the reasons you eat. 
Hunger, nutrition, boredom, tradt- 
tio~ celebration, •insecurity, sad- 





by Naiicy Orr 
ST. MATUrIEW:S Anglican 
Church overflowed on Friday, 
Dec. 10 as frien~ gathered for a 
mem0fialservice in testimony to 
an hon0urcd citizen ~ Grace 
Beatrice Kaulbeck. 
Rev. Dean.Houghton fficiated, 
assisted'by Rev. Jim cain and 
organist ~ RuSty Ljangh. Rev. 
Lance Stcpheus'(retired) gave the 
eulogy. 
Internmcnt o f  the urn in the 
lousy year! 
Instead of promising to lose 
weight, let's look at some alterna- 
tive resolutions that can help you 
to rely less on food. Tick off the 
ones that you think you might 
like to try. 
* Begin a hobby. Some of my 
fi'iends get together and play 
cards or tennis, walk their dogs, 
or fly model planes. Volunteerl 
Or, be treasurer or secretary of a 
church group or another com- 
munity agency. Hobbies add 
great enjoyment and fulfilment to 
your life. You won't rely as 
much on food for comfort, 
• Do what you enjoy. We can't 
all enjoy our jobs all the time, nor 
can we enjoy unemployment. But 
we can still spend time every day 
doing thin~s we love. Playing a 
musical instrument, going, for 
walks with friends. Make time for 
these things as orion as possible. 
It seems elfish, but it definitely 
isn't. It will help you be content, 
I~ l l i l  : i  k d [e ]~ l~[* |  I $1  
GERRY KASTEN 
and that helps you bc a better 
friend or parent. 
• Stretch your abilities or 
knowledge. Take a night class, 
read a good:library book on a 
new topic, seek coumclling for a 
niggling personal problcm, treat 
yourself to a ski lesson, tackle a 
new project or tough situation at 
work. Successful stretching gives 
you serf-esteem, little failures 
help you establish your limits. 
Either way you learn more about 
life and yourself, and will become 
happier and healthier. 
• Do something you've always 
wanted to dol You know that trip 
to Hawaii that you're putting off 
until you lose 20 pounds? For 
goodness ake, go to Hawaii now. 
Let it all hang out. Enjoy your- 
self! Don't deprive yourself on 
spool 
Who- -.-wlth any wisdom 
would think that you can't enjoy 
yourself .in any body but Cindy 
C'rawford's or Sylvestcr Sial- 
lone's? Yet I don't even want to 
think about how many people 
there are in Canada who believe 
this. Or others who perpetuate 
their bclieC 
Stop putting your life on the 
back burner because of your body 
shape. Look around you. Who's 
the happiest? It's not the slim 
people. It's the people who get 
on with lifeI 
Make a list of your ~ends and 
loved ones. Write down the 
qualities you like about hem. 
Chances arc that most of the 
things you like have nothing to do 
with appearance. Things like 
trustworthy, interesting, creative, 
funny, hard working, "helps mc 
with computer stu~', and fun to 
ski/cycle/walk with all come up 
on my list of friends. 
Next, let them know what you 
like about hem from time to time 
during a phone call C'[ admire 
you so much for... ") or by drop- 
ping a note for no reason. This 
reinforces those very traits that 
make your life more enjoyable. It
also strengthens your bond, en- 
hancing both of your lives. 
Strong relationships go a long 
way to making life darn near per- 
feet, no matter what your body 
shape. 
As to what to do about your 
cushy belly? Just go back to your 
regular pattern of healthy eating 
and living actively and it will take 
care of itsel£ 
family plot cams next, followed 
by a reception by theEastem Star 
in the'M,asonic Hall. " . 
Grace ~: ' ,  was born in 
Pcnctanguishine, Ontario in 1910. 
second daughter of Lake Cap~ 
Frances Burke. 
Later the family moved to F( 
William where she met her futu 
husband, O.A. Kaulbeck, faro 
iarly knowti as Kaul. ' 
They: were married on Kau] 
return:from overseas, in 1945, 
December, 19;49, Gi~iee ardved 
Tcrra'C¢; t0 join Kaui; a forester 
wiih the nbw]y f6f'//i~d C.6liifii~id 
Cellulose Company. 
Throughout b~, ~,..,~ i ,  ~.TP.r. 
race, Grace 
munity in mm 
tire nt~mber 
Church, a brc 
leader, Job's ,.,,,,~,, . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
was a member of Eastern Star, 
and was active at the cancer 
dressing station. • 
Gmc~ had been in falling health 
for the past: several years and 
passed away peaccfull), at 1:45 
a.m. DC~mber7th.. " : 
Besides :~her: husband Kaul, 
daughter Susan and son-in-law 
Harvey Horner, Gra¢ leaves her 
MONEY,, DOWN 




by a long t¢ 
need for un~ 
and sharing, 
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MOUNTAIN I I  DEVELOPMENT 
IF c=m'  
THE MOUNTAIN MASTERS 
Shames Mountain Ski Racing Club 
Sponsored By: The Shlmm Mountain Skier Development Centre 
Are you interested In having some funl Beginning December lath 
the Shames Mountain Masters will begin training, The program 
consists of race training and ski improvement sessions from 1:00 
p,m. to 3:00 p.m. every Saturday. Included in these sessions are 
Gate Training in all disciplines and Video analysis with Individual 
feed back. This is a great way to have some fun, meet new people 
and improve your ski racing technique's 
During this years ski season there are a number of Races in the 
region to look forward to, so you can start training eady to prepare, 
The masters will meet on theses dates. 
December 18 January 1 February 5 Mamh 12 
December 25 January 8 February 12 
January 15 
January 22 .:: 
January 29 
For those participants interested, training can be geared to prepare 
for the upcoming events. During the season several timetrials will 
be planned to help mark your improvement. 
The programwill be coached by Inn Hamilton and "l~m Foster, both 
certified by the Canadian Ski Coaches Federation, a0d Canadian 
Ski Instructors Alliance. 
The program is available to all parallel skiers from the age Of i7 
years and up. 
The cost of the program is $65.00 for the entire season. You can 
register for the program or find out more about it 15y calling Shames 
Mountain at 635-377:3 or drop by our office at 4544 Lakelse 
Avenue. 
This space sponsored by The Terrace Standard 
I 
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FOR 90 DAYS :oil.: 
INTEREST * 
~iI:FOR ~ DAYS ; 
! :4  : , '~  ~2;:.:~ :': 
~ o : l '  
These sweet nothings are available 
• ON [VI  YTHiH6. . . . . . .  
i/!:Get t s sweet  deal on a l l  new 
'93 and '94 models. 
NO MOtlEY DOWH 
means you make no down payment- ever! 
PAYMENTS • .:~. :. '~,.:, : : ~.: 
g onto •your cash 1 
'NOiNTEREST ! 
pays all interest charges for 
stood . i'i~ . - - ,~ : .~  ,-::~, ~",:~,~ ~..- " ' . ' ' 
~;We hM~you to gain more ~-  ": . : . - i : . m .  . • . i ,~-- r. ""- '~- -=-~ - - " : :Moto~ .... S ! -  ................................................ 6 3 5  . . . . . . . . . . .  i , 
"communi~;;and tl~ lives of your 
; : Members of,ouF ~up would REDS OF 
place foryou to  take part in our • WO ' ' 
~:.; You can  get i nvoZ~d with the - • , ,' " 
